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1. Introduction 
 
This essay builds upon the long tradition of work that has been done on the 
prepositional use of over. It tests three major linguists view on the 
polysemy of over on contemporary written English. Their theories use a 
number of senses of the lexeme and this study compares these senses using 
empirical and falsifiable methods. The study is done on a data set 
containing examples of formal as well as informal written English.  
 Through analysis of each example, the frequencies of the senses over 
the data set are provided. Using these frequencies, statistical methods can 
calculate and compare the senses and gives us a comprehensive overview 
of the patterns of the theories. 
 Cognitive Linguistics is traditionally done by manually annotating a 
number of examples in a data set by semantic features. In this study 
however, the data set is annotated using theories already done on over by 
Lakoff (1987), Kreitzer (1997) and Tyler & Evans (2001). These theories 
are compared with the use of Cluster Analysis to provide patterns in the 
data set. 
 
 
2. Previous work 
 
The three analyses that are used for this study are all cognitive-linguistic 
approaches. This entails that the particular lexeme under investigation, in 
this case over, has more than one distinct sense and that the senses are 
related (Lakoff 1987). 
 Lakoff’s (1987) study on over extends on Claudia Brugman’s previous 
analysis of the senses of the word. His analysis presents relations among 
the spatial senses of over and also describes metaphorical extensions of the 
spatial senses. Lakoff describes seven senses of over: 
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1. Above-Across sense 
2. Above sense 
3. Covering sense 
4. Reflexive sense 
5. Excess sense 
6. Repetition sense 
7. Metaphorical senses 

 
Lakoff used image schemas to motivate and define the various senses of 
over, these are depicted using trajectors (TR) and landmarks (LM) which 
are generalizations of the concepts figure and ground. In the example Sam 
drove over the bridge, the trajector (TR) is Sam and the landmark (LM) is 
the bridge (Lakoff 1987). 
 Lakoff’s image schemas describes each sense through the relationship 
between the TR and LM as well as the path the TR is moving along, shown 
with an arrow. He further specifies each schema through the use of a 
combination of abbreviations that specify the nature of the LM and TR and 
if there is contact between the two. These significations are summarized by 
Vandeloise (1990) as: 
 

X – landmark spread out horizontally 
V – landmark spread out vertically 
VX - landmark spread out horizontally and vertically 
C – contact between landmark and trajector 
NC – no contact 
E – trajectory is the term of a movement 
ID – trajectory has one dimension 
P – trajectory is mobile 
MX – trajectory is made of several identical entities 
RO – rotation of the vertical axis 
RF – trajectory is identical to landmark 
G - ground 

 
With these significations, the over in an example like Sam walked over the 
hill can be described as 1.VX.C meaning the above-across sense, a vertical 
and horizontal landmark and contact between the landmark and trajector. 
 The second analysis used for this study is by Kreitzer (1997), which 
takes a different approach and analyses over as consisting of three 
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relational level schemata; over1 – a static relation defined absolutely on the 
vertical axis, over2 – a dynamic relation defined absolutely on the vertical 
and horizontal axes, and over3 – a static relation defined egocentrically 
(Kreitzer 1997). In fewer words, the senses can be described as static, 
dynamic and occluding. Furthermore, Kreitzer held that a transformation of 
an image schema did not provide a new distinct sense, but rather served to 
widen the applicability of a particular sense (Tyler & Evans 2001). 
 
 over1 – The picture is over the sofa (Static sense) 
 over2 – Sam walked over the hill (Dynamic sense) 
 over3 – The clouds are over the sun (Occluding sense) 
 
Finally, the last theory used for this study is by Tyler & Evans (2001). The 
semantic network for over proposed by Tyler & Evans consists of 14 
distinct senses shown in figure 1. The distinct senses are shown as dark 
spheres and an open circle denotes clusters of senses.  
 Tyler & Evans hold that English prepositions form polysemy networks 
around a primary sense – the protoscene. Like in Lakoff’s work, each 
distinct sense is also presented by an image schema. Many of the senses are 
also present in Lakoff’s work; the covering sense, reflexive sense and 
repetition sense for example. But the structuring and network of senses is 
new and different from Lakoff. Tyler & Evans analysis doubles the amount 
of senses from Lakoff, from seven to fourteen. 
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Figure 1. Tyler & Evans - The semantic network for over 
 
 
3. Data / Method 
 
The data for this essay come from two written sources; the Corpus of 
Contemporary American English (COCA) and from a ‘blog’ corpus, 
compiled in 2005, by Dylan Glynn. The examples from COCA were all 
taken from newspaper articles between 2010 and 2011 including the New 
York Times, the Washington Post and the San Francisco Chronicle. 500 
examples containing over were collected, 250 from each corpus. The blog 
corpus is built on on-line personal diaries, the language is informal and in 
many ways similar to spoken language (Glynn 2010: 5). The goal with 
using these two very different sources of data was to include both formal 
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and informal writing into the data set and to hopefully get a more nuanced 
picture of the use of over. 
 At first 250 examples from each corpora were selected in bulk and were 
analyzed through the different senses. The examples from COCA were 
extracted using the on-line interface of its homepage and the examples 
from the blog corpus were found using multi-file search methods. 
However, it quickly became evident that the majority of examples were not 
fit for analysis, as they were not strict prepositions and could not be coded 
using the respective linguists’ theories. Therefore around 300 out of 500 
examples had to be discarded and 300 new examples had to be handpicked 
for further analysis.  
 The blog corpus was especially hard to draw useable examples from, as 
the most common use of over in it seemed to be adverbial. Out of a 
hundred sample sentences containing over around five were useful for the 
analysis. In comparison, around twenty out of a hundred example sentences 
from the COCA corpus proved to be fit for analysis. Before the examples 
were ready to be analyzed in Excel they had to be cleaned from formatting 
and shortened into a few sentences length. Over all, collecting the examples 
proved to be very time-consuming.  
 When the examples were collected the coding according to the different 
theories and factors began, one column at a time. When the coding was 
completed all of the finished columns (except the examples) were pasted 
into a new Excel worksheet. Then the annotated work was prepared for 
statistical analysis. Depending on what analytical method that was to be 
used, some data was converted into pivot tables and other times it could be 
left as it were.  
 The next step was to run the data through the statistical software R and 
gather results through two methods; Correspondance Analysis  and Cluster 
Analysis.  
 Correspondance Analysis takes the frequencies of multiway tables, 
converts those frequencies into distances and displays the result on a two-
dimensional plot. Relative proximity of the data points in the plot 
represents relative correlation and thus a visual representation of the 
correlations and differences is created (Glynn 2010: 22).  
 Cluster Analysis is an exploratory data analysis technique that 
encompasses a number of different algorithms and methods for sorting 
different objects into groups. Cluster Analysis therefore is a good technique 
for discovering structures in data. The technique of Cluster Analysis used 
for this study is hierarchical cluster analysis. For each cluster in the 
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analysis, this technique provides an AU (Approximately Unbiased) p-value 
and a BP (Bootstrap Probabilty) value. A p-value is a value between 0 and 
1 that indicate how strongly a cluster is supported by the data. The AU p-
value is computed by multiscale bootstrap resampling and is a better 
approximation to an unbiased p-value than the BP value, which is 
computed by normal bootstrap resampling. Clusters that are highly 
supported by the data will have large p values (Divjak 2012). 
 
 
4. Analysis 
 
The coding schema is made out of the theories from Lakoff, Kreitzer and 
Tyler & Evans. These theories each have their own column and the factors 
in each respective column are the linguists’ senses of over. To make the 
coding easier, a sheet of coding schema examples was devised, made up of 
example sentences for each factor of the theories. 
 From Lakoff’s theory only the distinct senses were used, not the 
signifying abbreviations. For Tyler & Evans and for Kreitzer the theories 
were used as they were.  
 Also three new categories were created building on theories from all of 
the three methods; Landmark, Trajectory and State. Landmark and 
Trajectory builds on the theories of Lakoff and State from the theories of 
Kreitzer. The Cluster Analysis requires a factor that it can cluster the 
results relative to. Therefore, using these new categories, the three theories 
could be analyzed together in the Cluster Analysis. 
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Table 1. The coding schema 
 Category Factors 
A Example  
B Year  
C Type  
D Source  
E Corpus COCA, BLOGS 
F Figurativity literal, metaphorical, 
G Lakoff above, above_across, covering, excess, metaphorical, 

reflexive, repetition 
H Tyler_Evans above_and_beyond, completion, control, covering, examining, 

focus_of_attention, more, on_the_other_side_of, 
over_and_above, preference, protoscene, reflexive, repetition, 
transfer 

I Kreitzer over1, over2, over3 
J Landmark vertical, horizontal, both, abstract 
K Trajectory above, across, covering, reflexive, abstract 
L State static, dynamic 
 
From the onset, the coding schema included analyses by Vandeloise and 
Dewell as well. However, during the coding they proved to be very difficult 
to analyze. With Dewell’s analysis, useful example sentences proved 
difficult to construct and since Vandeloise uses the abbreviations created by 
Lakoff, they were not included either. 
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4. Results 
 
Table 2. Tyler & Evans, Lakoff, Kreitzer senses frequencies 
Tyler & Evans  Lakoff  Kreitzer  
covering 146 above_across 164 over2 271 
protoscene 136 covering 145 over3 141 
above_and_beyond 63 above 105 over1 93 
transfer 42 reflexive 39   
reflexive 36 excess 18   
on_the_other_side_of 25 metaphorical 18   
repetition 15 repetition 16   
over_and_above 13     
control 9     
focus_of_attention 8     
more 5     
examining 3     
preference 3     
completion 1     
 
Table 2 shows the frequencies of the occurences of senses from Tyler & 
Evans, Lakoff and Kretizer over the data set. It is worth noting that many of 
the senses, especially senses from Tyler & Evans, have very low 
frequencies and therefore will be difficult to analyze. Table 3 shows the 
frequencies of occurences for State, Landmark and Trajectory categories. 
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Table 3. State, Landmark, Trajectory senses frequencies 
Trajectory  Landmark  State  
across 183 abstract 171 dynamic 344 
covering 110 vertical 135 static 161 
above 108 horizontal 125   
reflexive 60 both 74   
abstract 43     
circular 1     
 
Using Correspondance Analysis, figure 2 provides an overview of how the 
senses of the three different theories relate to each other. There are three 
groupings here; cluster 1 contains the over1 sense (Kreitzer), the above 
sense (Lakoff) and the protoscene sense (Tyler & Evans). These three 
senses are fairly closely grouped and thus correlates closely in the data. 
Also in the cluster closely above the former senses are the more 
metaphorical senses in Lakoff and Tyler & Evans. They can be hard to 
distinguish but contain: control, focus_of_attention, metaphorical, 
completion and preference. Except from the metaphorical sense, all of these 
theories come from Tyler & Evans.   
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Figure 2. Multiple Correspondance Analysis. Lakoff, Tyler & Evans, Kreitzer 
 
Cluster 3 in the plot is a grouping around over3 (Kreitzer) and the covering 
senses from Lakoff and Tyler & Evans. The two different covering senses 
are almost exactly overlapping which suggest very high correspondence. 
The over2 sense is also very close to the two covering senses, again 
suggesting a close match.  
 In Correspondance Analysis, a feature at the coordinates 0,0 in the plot  
would indicate a central meaning in the data set. But here, all of the 
groupings are clearly at different coordinates, indicating distinction 
between them.  
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Figure 3. Close up of cluster 2 
 
In the previous plot, cluster 2 was illegible and cluttered, but the close-up 
in figure 3 provides a clearer view. The cluster contains over2 from Kreitzer 
close to above_across (Lakoff), further down is above_and_beyond, 
transfer, on_the_other_side_of and examining, all from Tyler & Evans. 
Even further down are the two repetition senses and the two reflexive 
senses from Lakoff and Tyler & Evans respectively, closely to each other. 
And together with over_and_above (Tyler & Evans) is excess from Lakoff. 
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Figure 4. Hierarchial Cluster Analysis relative to Tyler and Evans 
 
The previously used Correspondance Analysis converts frequencies to 
distances and plots them, providing a view of the clusters that make up the 
data. By using Hierarchial Cluster Analysis, a technique also converting  
frequencies into distances, the same data is analyzed using a pre-
determined distance measure to identify clusters. For this study the distance 
measure used is the Manhattan algorithm. This visualization takes the form 
of a dendogram and offers a clearer picture than the Correspondance 
Analysis as well as probability values (Glynn 2010: 22).  
 Figure 4 shows the Cluster Analysis results of the senses in Kreitzer’s 
and Lakoff’s theories in relation to Tyler & Evans’ analysis. There are 
three clear clusters; above_across with over2, covering with over3 and 
above with over1 and a collection of three sub-cluster containing four 
senses from Lakoff: reflexive, excess, metaphorical and repetition. The red 
and green numbers at the top of the lines represent the results of the 
bootstrap samples. The first number (red) is the more reliable AU p-value 
and the second number (green) is the BP value. A figure close to 100 
means that the cluster is highly supported by the data (Glynn 2010: 23).  
 In this plot, the AU p-values are very close to 100 for the stand-alone 
sub-clusters; 96 for above_across and over2, 99 for covering and over3, 96 
for above and over1. The p-values are also strong for the collection of sub-
clusters containing the reflexive, excess, metaphorical and repetition 
senses. 
 In all, the senses from Kreitzer get very strong results here with suitable 
senses from Lakoff indicating a strong support by the data. The over1 sense 
is also called the static sense by Kreitzer and the clustering with Lakoff’s 
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above sense, a static sense as well, seems plausible. Furthermore, the over2 

sense, called the dynamic sense by Kreitzer is here clustered together with 
above_across, which is also a dynamic sense. Finally, the cluster over3, also 
called the occluding sense together with the covering sense also seems 
plausible. The high p-values strongly suggest that these clusters are 
accurate representations of the data.    
 The results of the Cluster Analysis verify what was visually suggested 
in the Correspondance Analysis, the same clusters around Kreitzer’s senses 
show up again. The Cluster Analysis results show that there is a high 
probability that the same results would be obtained if the study was 
repeated. 
 

 
Figure 5. Hierarchial Cluster Analysis relative to Lakoff 
 
In figure 5, the senses from Tyler & Evans and from Kreitzer are clustered 
relative to Lakoff. Some senses from Tyler & Evans were not included in 
this plot, namely the completion, control, examining, focus_of_attention, 
more, preference and reflexive sense, this due to insufficient occurrences in 
the data. 
 Here, over3 and over1 again clusters with senses similar to those in 
figure 4, but this time with senses from Tyler & Evans instead. The 
covering sense and over3 sense gets a 99 AU p-value and also the over1 
sense together with protoscene gets a high p-value of 97. The over2 sense 
however does not get clustered with only one sense in this plot, like it did 
in figure 4, instead it gets relatively low p-value of 69 with a sub-cluster. 
This sub-cluster in its turn contains four other sub-clusters with 
consistently strong p-values; protoscene and over1 (97), 
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above_and_beyond (100) with on_the_other_side_of and transfer (100), 
and over_and_above with reflexive (85).  
 

 
Figure 6. Hierarchial Cluster Analysis relative to Kreitzer 
 
In the two previous plots, the clustering was easy to distinguish. In figure 6 
however, the senses of Lakoff and Tyler & Evans are clustered relative to 
Kreitzer’s senses, and because the theories of Lakoff and Tyler & Evans 
contain many more senses than Kreitzer’s theory, the dendogram is harder 
to read. 
 Naturally, the corresponding senses that are present in both theories get 
very strong values here; the covering (100), reflexive (95) and repetition 
(96) senses. One of the most interesting clusters here are the one to the 
right in the plot including above and protoscene. It has a high AU p-value 
of 97. In Tyler & Evans’ analysis, the protoscene sense is an abstract 
concept but at least in this data set it seems to correspond well with the 
concrete sense above from Lakoff. This cluster then has a very low p-value 
of 48 with the above_across sense. 
 Also, the metaphorical sense from Lakoff obtains a p-value of 91 with 
control and focus_of_attention from Tyler & Evans.  
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Figure 7. Hierarchial Cluster Analysis relative to Landmark 
 
In figure 7, the senses of Lakoff, Kreitzer and Tyler & Evans are clustered 
relative to Landmark. The senses that had a too low frequency and 
therefore had empty slots in the contingency table, were not included for 
this plot. Once more, the over1 and over3 senses have strong results together 
with similar senses in Lakoff and Tyler & Evans and the clusters from 
previous plots are verified.  
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Figure 8. Hierarchial Cluster Analysis relative to Landmark 
 
In figure 8, the senses of Lakoff and Tyler & Evans are clustered relative to 
Landmark. Again the senses with too low frequencies were not included for 
this plot. Here we can see that the senses of Lakoff and Tyler & Evans 
group with the same senses as in figure 7, even though Kreitzer’s senses 
were not included for this plot.  
 
 
5. Summary 
 
This study is limited by the data set that is used. The data is a 
representation of the corpura used, which in its turn is a representation of 
written English. Therefore, the conclusions that can be drawn from the 
results in this study cannot be said to represent the use of these theories of 
over in English. Further, the study is restrained by low frequencies of some 
of the features (see table 2). The study is also limited by the senses that are 
defined in the previous analyses. Given these restrictions, however, some 
tendencies with high probability values were found. 
 The first tendency is the cluster with the over1, above and protoscene 
senses that is seen in many forms through the different plots, with high 
probability values. All of these senses describe a static relation between the 
trajector and landmark, so this result could be expected. These senses all 
have high frequencies in the data set, so the high probability scores should 
indicate that this cluster is an accurate representation. 
 Secondly, the over3 sense together with the two covering senses from 
Lakoff and Tyler & Evans is evident in many of the plots with high scoring 
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results. This was also expected after the annotation was done, the three 
senses describe the same relationship between the trajector and the 
landmark. They also have high frequencies over the data set so this 
mapping should be fairly accurate. 
 Many of the senses do not have consistent results in the Cluster 
Analysis, this is possibly due to too low frequencies in the data set. The 
over2 sense however, does has a very high frequency in the data set but it 
still does not get consistently strong probability values. Possibly, this is due 
to the dynamic nature of the over2 sense. It describes all dynamic uses of 
over, i.e. every instance when over describes a dynamic trajectory over the 
landmark. This description is then covered by a multiple of more fine-
grained senses in Lakoff and Tyler & Evans; therefore the Cluster Analysis 
struggles to compute the correspondence. Interestingly though, the over2 

sense does cluster with the above-across sense from Lakoff with a very 
strong p-value in figure 4. 
 For Lakoff’s and Tyler & Evans’ analyses the senses that are shared 
between the two naturally get strong results in the Cluster Analysis. These 
senses also form strong clusters when compared to Kreitzer’s senses. The 
senses in Lakoff and Tyler & Evans that describe more metaphorical uses 
of over i.e. the completion, focus-of-attention and preference senses have 
very low frequencies in this data set. Therefore, it is hard to draw any 
conclusion that can be backed up by the Cluster Analysis for these senses.  
 Interestingly though, in figure 7, where Lakoff’s, Kreitzer’s and Tyler & 
Evans’ senses are calculated relative to Landmark, the above sense from 
Lakoff and the protoscene sense from Tyler & Evans have a very strong p-
value of 99. This cluster also forms in figure 8, with a 94 p-value, where 
Kreitzer’s senses were not included. 
 This study could be improved by using all of the theories that are 
available on the topic e.g. Lakoff’s significations, Dewell’s and Brugman’s 
theories. Also, the study could be extended to include syntactic features 
together with the conceptual theories. With the inclusion of syntactic 
features though, a usage-feature analysis method should probably be used 
e.g. Loglinear Regression.  
 The Cluster Analysis method would mostly benefit from more examples 
as many of the senses had very low frequencies, especially the senses of 
Tyler & Evans. With higher frequencies the Cluster Analysis results would 
get significantly stronger.  
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Example
We all freked out, and hid in the dark areas again. it just flew right over us. About a minute went by and i thought i heard the hellicopter 

comming back. Gian FREAKED OUT and bolted over that fence.
 Then a nice guy named Don introduced himself and said they were just waiting for a trainer to come over and then we'd go in the garage 

and do a few things on a bus. I waited for about 15 minutes,
We got up at 8 on Saturday (the day of the wedding). Sara's aunt came over to do her hair, one of my friends came over to do my hair and 

the other brides maid came over to do her own hair.
in the back to get me something to eat and i saw one of my ex-boyfriends. So he comes over and speak and tells me how good i look and i 

say thank you. So then he asks me if i
good    thanksgiving was better when i ate meat   no worries though   went over katie's house   went to walgreens   and kmart   then went 

back to her house   hung out and played games   then went to 
and friday, a snow day it was   (must be those claps from economics)   kelly and jacie came over   kelly brought with her the cake from the 

cake walk   it was good... but not as good as it could have 
slipped and fell on my ass)   went to sing for the old people at the good ole sports concert   came home and watched tv/did homework   then 

craig came over for a little while and then left   space 
, but it is healing. yay! When I came home I straightned up the house because my friends were all coming over to see lauren before she left 

for Arizona! It was alot of fun. Lauren spent the night and
omgosh..Tim, why did you let me do it?? lol jk..i love it too! this week has been interesting...     -monday: computer broke and tim came 

over and chilled..   -tuesday: went to youth at the conRADos 
 I'm so excited..Yay! Nick and Tim came over and hung out all day...My dad and I picked up Nick at 11 this morning and I figured Tim 

would be over at like 3 but he came over at like 1..we had alot of fun!
 omgosh...tim and candypants and amanda and zack came over on saturday after my softball game (which we lost by the way) to hang out 

and it was so much fun! we just goofed around...tim and nick
and all-nighter..from the all-nighter i wont get home till 7:20am and i'll get to sleep for about 5 hours before elle comes over and does my 

hair and makeup for homecoming...then tim will pick me up and      
the lime juice and cilantro, and adjust seasoning as necessary. Pour the sauce over the chicken and potatoes, and serve. # Yield: 4 to 6 

servings.
time, the fire burns itself out. Next, a mesh grill is installed over the coals and a pot is placed on top of the grill to collect the

and guess at the secret ingredient (spoiler: it's ketchup, well caramelized over the fried cornstarch batter). # He serves a wickedly fine duck 
moilee --

one has anything to say, but rather those who do are difficult to hear over the din. Hip-hop was conspicuously absent in Geldof's address. 
He's certainly

End school   Now please     If you read this, if your eyes are passing over this right now, (even if we've never spoken) please post a 
comment with a COMPLETELY MADE UP AND FICTIONAL memory of you and me.     

The first night at Turtles - incredible vibe of love and happiness over the fire - which btw burned the shit out of my eyes 
. We shared a fragrant, yeasty cinnamon roll from Omega Artisan Baking and lingered over a case stacked high with potato-and-cream-

cheese pierogis at Hubert's Polish Kitchen. But with
" Greenberger said. # Sturm stood next to Greenberger, both of them hovering over Brazilian granite countertops in Greenberger's 

Dunwoody kitchen. It was so freshly remodeled that
. The cafe was long closed, yet there they were, Internet junkies hovering over their laptops, slurping up the cafe's free Wi-Fi. # In that 

moment,
him in the war, so he volunteered, “A Crucio’s been spotted.”  “What?” Her amber eyes widened up at him, fingers frozen over the laptop 

keys.  “We’re changing course for Rome, hoping to avoid notice until we get 
tartar 1 tbsp oil (any kind - vegetable, etc.) (add food coloring as needed)  Mix in a saucepan over medium heat, stirring constantly until it 

forms a ball. Take out, put on wax paper and knead until cooled. Keep in air-
of LED bulbs, so check the suggested operating range and don't place them over a heat source such as a stove or in a fixture in direct sun.

serving. # 1. Put the sugar in a medium-size heavy-bottomed pot and cook over medium heat, shaking gently every once in a while, until it 
starts to

oven. Heat the remaining oil in the skillet. Add the onions and cook over medium heat, stirring, until golden. Add remaining vinegar, stir to 
deglaze

In a Dutch oven or other large, heavy-bottomed ovenproof pan, heat the oil over medium heat until hot but not smoking. Add the onions and 
cook, stirring

and squeeze out excess water. Chop medium-fine. # 2. Heat the olive oil over medium heat in a medium skillet. Add the chard stalks. Cook, 
stirring

water at a simmer. # 2. Heat 1 tablespoon of the olive oil over medium heat in a large, heavy skillet, and add the bell peppers and
baking the pizza, preheat the oven to 500 degrees. Heat the olive oil over medium heat in a large, heavy skillet. Add the onions. Cook,

ground pepper to taste # Freshly grated Parmesan # 1. Heat the olive oil over medium-low heat in a large, heavy soup pot or Dutch oven. 
Add the

your pan. # 2. Heat a 14-inch flat-bottomed wok or 12-inch steel skillet over high heat until a drop of water evaporates within a second or 
two in the

. In a Dutch oven or other large, heavy-bottomed pot, melt the butter over medium-low heat. Add the lamb, onion, garlic, pepper, salt,
myself: " Brown meat over high heat, in batches if necessary, until well seared on all sides.

to 60 minutes. # 2. Meanwhile, place a wide, deep pot over medium heat. Melt the butter and add the onions, tossing them until wilted

# 3. Wrap the tortillas in a dish towel and place in a steamer over simmering water. Add the cilantro to the salsa. Remove a tortilla from the

fat as possible from the surface of the sauce, then return to a simmer over medium-high heat and simmer until slightly thickened, 5 to 6 
minutes. Remove from

seek mode. They have to fix that. '' # My pen is poised over my notebook. # '' And? '' # '' And that's it.
Milan and Sardinia: A Czech politician was photographed poolside visibly at attention, standing over a supine bikinied body. Gaggles of 

women were paid to dress as nurses and
“That’s good. It makes keeping you forever and ever much easier.” Kenshin grinned and leaned over the counter to brush his mouth against 

hers. “I love you too, beautiful.”      “Forever is a long time,
up checkpoints and installed themselves on street corners, with assault rifles and bayonets slung over their shoulders, handcuffs and knives 

shoved into pants pockets, cigarettes dangling from their
Gaddafi's forces. # Some administration officials, with memories of enforcing no-fly zones over Bosnia while civilians were being 

exterminated on the ground, said the United States should
Within hours, critics assailed Palin for her political action committee map that had crosshairs over Democrats that voters should turn out, 

Giffords included. They also took her to
 including how long it would last, what it would cost, what its ultimate mission was.  "A pall has fallen over the Senate chamber," Byrd 

said. "We avoid our solemn duty to debate the one topic on



rebels on the square, protected by snipers on rooftops. Anti-Gadhafi graffiti was painted over. # The ill-equipped rebels were forced into 
armed confrontation too soon and found themselves

# Declawing was necessary, she said. " My little daughter had scratches all over her. Everyone in the family had scratches. They destroyed 
our wallpaper. It

, '' says Tyler, gesturing to a black, white and tan hide draped over a chair in the living room. Elvis was his coonhound, put down in
And there were four or five tiny frogs jumping around in the change bucket. So I stuck a napkin over them and went back to bed because I 

was tired.
. Remove from heat, add the green part of the scallions, and serve over steamed white rice. # Yield: 4 servings. # Recipe: Tagine-Style 

Lamb Stew
savory and rich-tasting. Serve in wide soup bowls, with a sprinkling of Parmesan over the top. # Yield: Serves six to eight. # Advance 

preparation:
the stems and red peppers are crisp-tender. Stir in the cilantro, and serve over cooked quinoa, rice or rice noodles. # Yield: Serves three to 

four.
With Ricotta and Chard # This luxurious pizza is topped with tender caramelized onions spread over a creamy mixture of ricotta, Parmesan 

cheese and chopped Swiss chard. # 2
looks like it's supposed to look: a tight wire coil on an axle over a magnet stack. But it's not spinning. It's as lifeless as

breaking some noodles to fit, overlapping if necessary. Spoon 1/2 cup pasta sauce over noodles, then top with 1/3 of ricotta mixture (about 1 
cup) and

panicked, called Ben, and talked to him while I got rid of the mouse.  He only had one foot caught, so he was jerking the glue trap all over 
the counter in an effort to climb back into the stove.  I was

medium bowl, combine the ricotta, egg yolk, Parmesan and chard. Spread over the pizza dough in an even layer, leaving a 1-inch border 
around the rim

an even layer, leaving a 1-inch border around the rim. Spread the onions over the ricotta mixture. # 5. Place in the hot oven, and bake
's called here -- rides silky in its elegant bowl, enlivened by cilantro, over a seat of fresh turmeric. # Lamb is given a wonderful send-off by 

the patthar
clear what will happen if the international coalition succeeds in establishing control of the skies over Libya, but Gadhafi's loyalists and 

rebels continue to attack and counterattack each other
The young ninja-ko murmured, clearly not used to being caught at her crimes.      Kaoru slapped one hand over her right eye, which was 

beginning to throb in a pointed manner. "How in Heaven's Name
black-and-pewter embroidered V-neck that evoked the nighttime sky, or the beaded black coat worn over an embroidered tulle gown that 

picked up the lights of the Times Square venue as
Yeah, that was good.  Then I got the bright Idea that to keep the room dark, we could put tin-foil up over the window.  And since it has 

reflective properties/coating, the light wouldnt stand a chance to
town house the family bought in the 1970s, removing ugly metal cabinets and painting over lime-green walls. Robert De Niro had 

transformed a raw two-story space at the top
on fire.  Amazing.  Other intense shit:  horse getting stabbed and dying on film (you can actually see its eyes glaze over), man getting eye 

gouged out by sword, man being forced to swallow some
outcome of a single case. # " If all people ever do is roll over, then agencies can become more and more aggressive in their rule-making,' 

said
that by the end they had a very warm relationship.' # Carefully turning over the pages of the manuscript last week, Mr. Snydacker said: " I 

think
at the absurdity of a baseball card photograph that captures him following through without turning over his wrist. # " I could take all the 

pain meds, anti-inflammatories and

looking really anemic, my impulse was to chuck it in the garbage and start over, " Walcoff said. " But David is a multi-tasker in the kitchen.

So I'm going to Colorado.  We'll see what I do there.  I've got a shopping list of goals, and I broke the clock for sand.  It's time to start over, 
but then what else is new?  This time, I've got a plan

Point to Point Races, Feb. 19, features eight races, which include jumping over hurdles, timber and on the flat as the riders show
 the cop come out with his light looking 4 us then i put the keys in my pocket and i ran like hell jumped over some stuff. and had 2 run 

threw this fucking rock like area

 Long ago and far away, a sweeping wave of changed washed over the   Republican party. Fresh from victorious elections across the nation,   

dominating second half to see their nation's-best 69-game home winning streak end and were run over on the road to Kansas State, which 
had been struggling to that point.

that stretched from Brooklyn to Manhattan and included killing a relative and acquaintances, running over a pedestrian, carjacking and 
other violence. Police tackled Gelman and arrested him on

The armadillo ran up into my yard and hid in the bushes. Jerard, Olin and I start poking around in the bushes for it with a stick, and finally it 
runs out over Jerard's foot and Jerard jumps up in the air.

vehicle, then driving the cruiser through a car wash where the weapon was run over by another police car. Dec. 11, 2001: Written reprimand 
for attempting to

a police cruiser's roof. The gun case was damaged when it was run over by the next cruiser in line. Several officers had trouble getting to 
work on

The group has claimed responsibility for the attempted Christmas Day 2009 bombing of an airliner over Detroit and the unsuccessful 
attempt to ship bombs to a Chicago synagogue via American air

capital. Shops near the main bazaar were also looted. # A helicopter circled low over the capital, apparently acting as a spotter for fires or 
pillaging. Gunfire crackled

only high enough to meet the annual water line, but storms can push silt over them and into the river. Dirt also erodes stream banks stripped 
of topsoil by

of that. " # Team president Joe Ellis said Fox's credentials put him over the top. # " Just his depth of experience, knowledge, contacts,
As he's sliding the ring it I look over at my friends and they all have horrified looks on their faces and the piercer was like "okay we're 

going to have to wash your mouth out"
Then Brash looks over at Alycia and goes when are you gonna make up the work, you need to catch up.

and i was gonna give it to him in the courtyard today at break.. but nooo... i just looked over at him and was like.. nah.. im not even gonna 
bother... so i tore up the 2

Last night was the Magic City Mustang Christmas party.  It was really fun, it was just over in a not so great part of town..     This morning I 
got ALL of my Christmas shopping done.  A great feat seeing I

I say that I WANT to go to Iraq...but what makes me any better than them?  They are putting their lives on the line over there.  It sure isn't 
for the pay.  It just tears me up inside.  I was raised around

a negative for them. Nothing against those guys -- I love all those guys over there -- but that was something that really made me look hard 
at this team



 ANYWAYS     i think im gonna go curl up in the leather chair over on the other side of the room in my blanky and watch more south park. 
hopefully ill fall asleep... and of

God forbid I ask you if you knew induction was this Friday before we even scheduled this trip. That would send you over the edge even 
more because I am accusing you of something again. How about

 Sprung from cages out on highway 9,   Chrome wheeled, fuel injected and steppin’ out over the line   Baby this town rips the bones from 
your back   It’s a death trap, it’s a suicide rap    

The casualties occurred when one rocket flew over the bow of the USS Ashland and struck a warehouse used by the Jordanian military, 
officials said. br    I saw this in the morning...on

We planned on going out to lunch the next week and we did. And then a couple of weeks after that we went out again. And then I went over 
to his place... And so, here we are.  But then sometimes I

My critiquing rant was more inspired by my experiences in the Creative Writing classes that I'd taken, experiences which carried over to 
Elfwood. In those situations people were expected to write

She comes over to my locker and starts saying I wanna apologize and repeats what she said the first time and just keeps going on and on.
The next day, I'm with Dustin and I'm talking to him about it, then all of a sudden I wave my hand over my face, and I wake up.    Anyways, 

I'm going to be late for my dentist appointment...tell me your thoughts.
Other than that, it's been nice having Neil around.  I dropped him off at the airport this afternoon, and he ought to be somewhere over the 

Indiana/Ohio border right now.  Thankfully, it hit at least
I walk with a crutch now, but glory in the soft fleshy matter dragging behind me, foot bouncing over bumps in the pavement.

staggering, " he says. " This is really going to provide a bridge over the stormy waters that the recession is proving to be. " # Searle still
sheer fabrics and fitted shapes offering feminine twists on traditional men's suiting are all over the runways at New York Fashion Week. It's 

strength combined with confidence,
company, Clean Energy Fuels, wants to spread the money from the service fund over a larger number of vendors, and require those vendors 

to pay 60 percent of
, and any mitigating factors that should be considered. ''' A problem all over Josena Arquieta, the co-owner of JD Metals in northwest Harris 

County, said she
like Wal-Mart's private-label brands. But analysts provide a lower estimate, a discount over all of about 20 percent. # Those expecting 

dusty, cluttered aisles with expired
 A kid just walked up and said, "It's too quiet in here.  I'm afraid of the quiet."  Aren't we all friend.     I pissed all over my hand this 

morning.  I was taking the usual morning piss when the toilet seat
How I thrilled to once again be naked under your blue paper gowns!  For hours!  With wires stuck all over my body!  Yes, once again the 

heart palpitations kept me awake for an entire night, and once
, and they decided they could deal with it.  they couldn't deal with him jumping up and down in the parking lot and sprinkling dirt over 

himself, crossing himself, etc.  
Why is it that I follow the rules on this and yet others still don't? Why is it that I'm so nice to people and in the end I let them walk all over 

me? Why is it good to forgive someone even though they    
done more harm than good, he said. # " They dumped water all over the place,' he said. " They keep on generating more contamination.

# To find out, O'Neill and Freeze continued the interviews that took them all over the city and the state. Finally, they knew all three 
perpetrators from interviews

toward the house, and beyond.  I couldn't help but let the wave of terror wash over me.  Impending doom, after all, isn't the easiest thing to 
palate.     It goes on to include a small gathering in the flying

ceremony, David and I stood off to the side, speechless, for about 10 minutes.  My heart hasn't felt that full in awhile.  I looked out over the 
prairie and just let it wash over me.  I'm heading into top 40

the costs of installing pollution devices and whether their plans make enough progress. Haze over Big Bend National Park in Texas or 
Voyageurs National Park in Minnesota, for example

# Sporadic gunfire was heard in the capital of Tunis on Saturday. Smoke billowed over a giant supermarket outside the capital as looters 
torched and emptied it. The army

part of its legend and grandeur. # But it also casts a long shadow over the rest of the globe, which struggles for visibility. In the past (
's opponents were tortured. # With clouds of tear gas and black smoke drifting over the city's whitewashed buildings, Prime Minister 

Mohammed Ghannouchi went on state television to
But I know they aren't true. And I am not scared of you. Go ahead and try to hurt me. I'm not afraid. Your words blow over like a storm. 

They stay for a minute but then pass in to nothingness. I tried to
to a car with them. No, I observed her bending over a table for them.    I'll tell you, nights like these make me think that Nashville may not 

be as lame as I initially thought.
"It is essential that husbands and wives know each other's likes and dislikes." He addressed the man,  "Can you name your wife's favorite 

flower?"  Tom leaned over, touched his wife's arm gently and  
And when I sleep, she's next to me... and so very often, while I sleep from 8pm to about 2am, I reach over and touch her, or put my arm 

around her, like I'm holding a life raft.... Yeah, I'd be so totally lost
or die from.  anyway, someone needs to teach d. trib how to act in a romantic fashion.  and how to properly throw a girl over his shoulder... 

i'm still feeling rather violated.  
I had a good time though, and behaved myself for the most part I got knocked over a couple of times and Justin kept giving me huge 

wedges. He was shocked by the stretchability of my panties ? All and
my good friend cody hudson launched a tennis ball right into my u know what(tryin to church it up a bit)...so im doubled over tryin to walk 

straight and in the mean time tryin to hit cody upside the head
said online.  I just remember tabby was so drunk she wasn't able to sit up straight, she kept falling over.  If Price and I weren't next to her, 

she woulda busted her head on the floor.  We all finally went
Turn the cake tin 360 degrees and try not to fall over. Don't forget to beat off the turner. Finally, throw the bowl through the window, finish 

the Cose Juervo and make
song came on. then i went insane. soon as it was over i almost fell over. i couldnt realy stand i made it 2 the bar and got a bottle of water. 

that was good. then we came back
The bathhouse is REALLY hot, so running around is annoying. I REALLY need more sleep or something...I keep falling over at work from 

fatigue. Maybe I have mono...again. The hallucinations
Walk into a room and I'll sure walk into a wall, or the door, or tip something over... See, part of that is due to my thyroid being sort of 

screwed up since the operation... not in terms of growth... but in
obvious homage to Breuer's 1966 design -- whose dark gray granite front presses out over Madison Avenue -- an effort, it seemed, to imbue 

the new seven-story building
One observation was that it was the first time I'd ever been *cognizant* of anxiety present within myself. It washed over me in waves and I 

could feel my breathing catching and increasing in
happened to you? Are you ok?” I asked putting my magazine into my bag. ”Yeah, I’m fine. I’m kind of a klutz” She chuckled. “I trip over 

shit all the time” I guess you bruise easily ”Yeah.” She sighed. I
Hurricane Willma is going right over where I was born and where a lot of my family lives. My grandma and aunt are in Ft. Lauderdale, one 

of my cousins is just outside of Miami, an uncle is in



the crow flies, but light years away in opportunities available. So we leap over the inequality elephant in the room and move on. # First 
stop: another

And you would accept the seasons of your heart, even as you have always accepted the seasons that pass over your fields.   And you would 
watch with serenity through the winters of your grief.   Much

. # '' There's a digital wall that's hard for people to climb over and get media in a way they can use it, '' Munster said.
determined he’s not a threat.”  Seamus turned the electronic device around in his hands, running the pads of his fingers over the small 

speaker bumps.  “No threat,” he murmured.  “Not from me.”  Still.  Terry didn’t find it 
 Last night I forgot my dad didnt have the car so I stayed the night at sams lmfao we went on a lewis and clark expedition Over and on the 

highway under the bridge ran from a hobo I pissed on an island ran down the bike
is a fantastic place to hear the news. I watched the sun come up over L.A., then talked to my mom and dad and all the actors on the

I found it to be a red line going over the inside of my elbow and about 1-2 inches above and below it. And I know it wasnt tehre earlier, like 
when I just took out dog out to the bathroom.   Isnt the first

did you come then?”  Gaze level, Endymion does not answer. She smiles her no-telling smile and her hands fly over the command board, 
striking keys fluidly, entering coordinates and statistics and weather circumstances.

 A truck ran over me last night, Tore up my insides But left my limbs intact  (Well, except for my pinned femur, but that's a pre-existing 
condition) Learning to walk again sure is a bitch I'm like a

The instructor woman kept saying oh make sure you don't run over anything, especially if you're driving one of the mail trucks (I won't be, 
not on a rural route) and she had brought one of those

There are those Id never leave: Kyracil, Kris, Jett, Jeff, Drea... but there are many Ive shaved off over the edges these years. Ad I DONT 
wish to do that. I really dont ad sometimes I ask, what the Hell is

watch as he runs his hands over her legs and up into the darkness beneath her dress;my presence doesn't concern him now;watch him push 
all of himself inside of her long awkward

How I wish, how I wish you were here. We're just two lost souls swimming in a fish bowl, year after year, Running over the same old 
ground. What have you found? The same old fears. Wish you were here

I am writing a poem right now and the last lines of it are: As the winds carry leaves over my grave, I will lay in my coffin. Like a old mirror 
in an attic, I will forever be forgotten...  I have come to relieze..

Inhaling deeply, Endymion follows the path of her finger, down, down, down, and shudders when it skates over the top of his hand. She 
turns her face up to him, somber and bright and alive.  “They do not suit you,” 

She was thinking of staying where she is but if the eye was to pass over her (which it almost is) they were going to take her to my uncles in 
Jupiter. I hope that they decided to take her to my uncles

And lists the various things it may be, including the probable chance of nothing more than a grow of skin...  So down my pants go... and I 
bend over the end of the exam table and in goes the swab...  

all do. Door shuts. Liftoff. We're soaring above the treeline, over powder-blue rivers, wispy clouds and snow-packed peaks. # A few 
minutes later we

play hard defensively. So when we were doing that they were throwing the ball over our heads. # '' So then we're like,' We can't
just being dumb before we went on our pointless adventure of the night.... last time we silly stringed a tree and whip creamed it, and threw 

it over someones fence and ran away laughing our asses off...
sniffed the air and her ears twitched “I smell our target” she said showing her claws. She pointed over the cliff, as we crept to the edge and 

looked
when snowboarders ventured off designated runs at resorts or on jumps, most often careening over moguls through forest, known as '' 

shooting the trees. '' All but one
wrist because boarders tend to fall headfirst. # Snowboarders attempting spectacular jumps and routes over cliffs or into forests have 

become more common since the spectacular success of 24-year-old Shaun
The muscles of her stomach ripple and the flesh on the back of her neck tingles with the husky rumble in his voice. Aeryn runs her hand 

over his jaw line and down his throat with a solid, but
cramped metal sheds at police checkpoints and lobbies of government offices, running their hands over the black-robed bodies of other 

women. # The Iraqi authorities say the searches have
the mountain and through the years has occasionally crumbled, sending blocks of killer ice over the Traverse or down the Bottleneck. I 

thought I could see the serac's
grabbed a paper from his dad that listed some vocal exercises and angrily threw it over his head. # He doesn't remember the hit that put him 

out of
software up to date. -- If a link is malicious, rolling the cursor over it without clicking sometimes reveals a URL leading to a different 

address than the one
, '' she said. '' If the gate is closed, we will go over the fence. If the fence is too high, we will pole-vault in.

'' It's like a scalp, like the Indians. He just hangs them over his shoulder. '' They are never explained, but suggest bad things could be
60 percent if the situation continues. # Others say the anxiety has driven them over the edge, because they see little chance of the reforms 

succeeding. # Darien
. We saw lots of howler and spider monkeys and an iguana. We zipped over treetops, a waterfall and canyons and caught a beautiful ocean 

view on the hour-and-a-half
of my Balti porters, Abbas. Later, around midnight, he ran barefoot over the dangerous crevasses back toward the memorial, my porters told 

me, screaming to
this while they are directly below a serac, a menacing ice cliff that protrudes over the edge of the mountain and through the years has 

occasionally crumbled, sending blocks
  today was a great day for it.  i still haven't attempted to eat anything.  my hands are slightly shaking as they run over the keyboard.  i 

should got take care of myself.
It's like I'm being tied to the hood of a yellow rental truck being packed in with fertilizer and fuel oil, pushed over a cliff by a suicidal 

Mickey Mouse.  You're living in America. Leave your conscience at
Did gay marriage push Bush over the edge?  In his usual misguided right-wing venomous manner, Charles Krauthammer argued in his 

column yesterday that the ubiquitous "moral values" election
80989 ONE day last June, I roped up to a porter and we leaped over crevasses until we reached the side of K2, the second-tallest mountain 

on earth and
's decor feels relatively spare, Mr. Albrecht realizes that one detail could push it over the edge. #'' You know, with that fireplace, you're
shovel-wielding monks, hundreds of rescuers with heavy machinery began arriving Thursday. They clambered over the remnants of 

schools, hotels and mud-brick homes looking for signs that some of
ephedrine. He has shot at reporters with an air rifle and recently he ran over a journalist's foot with his car, then cursed at him. #'

trees, as some boarders call it when they create or follow other boarders routes over moguls through forest, is an extreme thrill sport and 
dangerous. Tree wells,

which was unfortunately, very true. The pattern of light and shadow cast from the door latticework rippled over his shoulders and lateral 
muscles. She absently wondered what he’d done to survive in

came from midfielder Ramon Nunez, whose free kick in first-half injury time was tipped over the net by goalkeeper Claudio Bravo. # 
Chile's last Cup victory was on



belongings. But of course soon they were outrunning us, picking their way expertly over rocks and up slippery passes, carrying the tents, 
kitchen chairs, even our

.'' I did go and find him, but I had to climb over backyard fences and bother neighbors,' said Ms. Sillman, 55, a graphic
her eyes more often. She also started rigorous physical therapy, dangling her legs over her bedside to exercise her muscles and sitting in a 

chair for periods at a
begin to feel, '' said furniture salesman Shadi Mohamed, as he marched triumphantly over the bridge. '' Finally, they're feeling that they have 

no rights and
the tunnel, giving each player a postgame high-five, just like the fans reaching over the railing. # For a night, everything worked out even 

better than expected
then caught the scent and inhaled. He was rubbing his thumb over his lower lip, a gesture she discovered she had missed.    “You thought 

you’d actually find me? After all this time?”   She doesn’t
 chin and went to work, carefully gliding the sharp edge of the blade over his beard and anywhere she thought needed another pass. She cut 

through the foamy layer bit by bit until she had done a
nor should it try to. # '' Good regulation is not just beating someone over the head, '' Peevey said. '' I'm quite willing to use the

couldn’t help but stare. At he arms, he legs, her tarnished face. She was fidgety, pulling her skirt down over her battered knees. Not even her 
sea foam green skirt could distract one from her

from me. I pretended not to notice and continued to read. Soon I could feel her staring at me. I can see her fidgeting with her skirt pulling it 
down over her knees

it would weaken him. '' # McConnell moved quickly, once the primary was over, to close ranks with Paul. '' He was able to put it aside
, the government-backed mortgage giants, in part by reducing the competitive advantages they have over banks. This could include 

requiring that the two mortgage firms begin charging higher fees
for sustaining, even energizing. It's partly that I want to have control over what I eat, but it's also about answering my particular, ever-

shifting cravings
Republican Party, where a neoconservative view favoring intervention and regime change still holds sway over the majority of the 

presumptive presidential field. # But some hawks think the complexity
the drug and were surprised by the cost but that the agency has no power over pricing. # In an interview with The Washington Post on 

Friday, an FDA
helped to furnish. Later, with the support of his children, they took over the administration of his medical and financial affairs. # '' I love 

them dearly
talks with some Democrats shows some division within House Republicans just two months after taking over the House. Speaker John A. 

Boehner' s leadership team recognizes that legislation that
all of 1996 as a setup man to veteran closer John Wetteland, before taking over the closer's job for good in 1997. # '' I can see both sides

an April 6 hearing in her St. Paul courtroom approaches, Nelson wields substantial power over the fate of the nation's most popular sport, 
with her first ruling likely

Her eyes followed the slow, circular movements of his hands over his body, also noting the first signs of bruising along his ribs and at the 
top of his back. He winced slightly as he twisted his torso to the

asparagus green color comes from chlorophyll. White asparagus, where producers continually mound dirt over the growing spears or use 
black plastic to shield the spears from light, is

few days to warm up to it. This collar, top right, fits over the body of the dog, with a leash attachment at the chest. Severe
to breath some. To let things soak in before I jump all over them. Wash before burn.  Everything always has drama in it, whether the actors 

like it or not. Comedy comes from moments of bliss,
Piss all over the place.   

eachother to poke my ass to wake me up. or people put pop cans by my hand so that i spill them. our i get paper sprinkled all over me. nice. 
reeeal nice. silly asses.   i think im gonna bring in a small

There you are in the Garden of the master of the Fishing Nets, one red  tree against a white wall, koi swarming over each other in the thick 
demoralized pond.  You, fainting at the Buddhist caves.

not sure if this is good or bad news to Annalise though. however on the downside my day was pretty crummy. im usually jumpin all over 
the place on Mondays, but not today. i just don't understand

It is actually very comfy because i bunch a pile of towels up and lay my head to rest and then pull some more towels over my naked body. 
sounds uncomfortable...naked...yes...but it isnt because im

We have guidelines that we have to stay within. He's just running all over the place, up and down the stands, and really being able to 
interact

The man was an avid antiquer and she'd learned to accept this facet of his gem-like personality long ago. Kenshin would no sooner stop 
chasing all over town to find that one perfect Venetian glass

,so I hit the gas to drive away or hit him or something but he shoots my friend in the head and blood sprays all over me.I start running down 
the street clutching my pregnant belly and hes chasing me in

I just want to cry I'm so frustrated but crying at work is unprofessional and people here already don't respect me and crying would only 
further make them trample all over me.  

; haha, and then my lip was really chapped and it started bleeding, and i was trying to stop it with my finger, so now there are little blood 
stains all over my body

Some of it is pretty harrowing stuff, as in like out of "Mad Max" type stuff.    Of course, the religious wackos have already jumped all over 
this, saying that it is God's punishment for not only an upcoming French Quarter 

and i am all..."does mummy need a facelift, darling?"  and he starts throwing the bath towels all over the place.    so on saturday 
EVERYONE was in here dealing with the crazies upstairs.  the two maint guys, the 

the Houston Youth Symphony, which rocked.  However, I went to listen to the CD it's on, and it's completely messed up.  It skips all over 
the place, and then it started playing the track backwards and totally freaked me 

me to this realization. I couldnt be happier! I started my new job today, still having some money issues, papers to work on, angry parents, 
driving my brother all over the place, but the best part of all I'm in Love!

He never asked for anything but love. Together we horse showed all over the rochester area and Elmira. During those 3 years we got 
numerous ribbons and trophies. My 4 favorite memories were the first show I 

I don't know what's wrong. My heart beats faster and faster with every breath I take and I can feel a tingling sensation all over my body 
when I'm awake. I feel dizzy a lot and cold and warm at the same time. I just don't 

 my dreams are not at all peaceful, as they should be. I've been seeing things differently. I look out into the street from my window, morning 
light washing over everything, and it all feels so surreal, as if things have 

me and amanda, and sam had great fun too. i put fake blood all OVER amanda, she looked AWESOME! krystal, i hadn't seen her all 
WEEK!!!, i loved it. she's getting me a zebra!!!! :O i've always wanted one :D :P boy, when 

stripping metals from unprotected cellphone towers. '' It's pretty much a problem all over, '' said Hickman. '' They're taking AC units off the 
roofs of

too much detail about the construction of a fire pit, because it's all over the Web, and I am not your personal research assistant. # The 
cooking

estate brokers to put a price tag on a trophy, the answer is all over the place. # This is what Donna Olshan, the president of Olshan Realty



Indian cuisine, divided not by region but cooking style. # It is, over all, very good. The tandoor dishes are delicate beneath their crusts: 
sweet

anything a trophy that cost less than $4,000 per square foot, or $20 million over all. # Michele Kleier, a co-president of Gumley Haft Kleier, 
a boutique

Arab world, that turmoil has revealed another political reality: The Republicans are all over the map. # Former Massachusetts governor Mitt 
Romney said he largely approved of the

'' of Venice be '' filled with the rubble of the past '' and paved over and that it be rebuilt as a modern militarized and industrialized city. # His

 right now actually! and she wanted an update, so here it flippin is doggs.      what is black and white and red all over?      Answer - Ross 
Chatman falling down the stairs!!!!      its greeat! i love my dog    

p I realize this entry is sort of all over the place, but I have ADD, and it's just how I am.
OMFG! I think i'm going to barf all over myself! So much for a good day! FUCK!

palm firmly along the corded tendons of his neck, feeling the rapid pulse underneath her fingertips and the slickness of the soap over hot 
skin. His vulnerability was tantalizing to her.   “Hold – very –

I skinned my elbows playing tennis drunk and I leaked blood all over my film school application, right on the essay where it asks you to 
describe your enthusiasm for the school. That's going to look

if anyone actually read anything I just typed, nine chances out of ten I would be sent into a insane asylum!  Well excuse me while I go drool 
all over my Orlando Bloom pictures..  JaynieXoXo

And then the phone rang. I will be staying here in JAX on back to back projects. Wow, sometimes Lady Luck drools all over me.  I'm 
ecstatic, class starts tomorrow. Yesterday I went and bought some

the last second to get on the off ramp, passing people", "Fuck shallow,self-centered females that lie and step all over peoples hearts because 
they have self-image problems, so they project their

 LJ is being dumb and giving me 500 errors all over the place.  ::kicks it::  i am so addicted. *sigh*  edit: though it sucks that LJ is dumb, 
i'm glad to hear it was everyone, and it wasn't just my work

. One of the criticisms we heard was that we were just kind of all over the place and it was difficult to find us. The second thing it gives
for a community theater group in the early 1980s. # '' He was just all over the place, full of enthusiasm, bouncing off the walls, '' she said
home to a $1.4 million condo near Coit Tower. # '' They're all over the map, '' said Baldini, whose current highest-priced foreclosure is a 

luxury condo
vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. '' We did a no-fly zone over Iraq for 12 years and it did nothing to get rid of Saddam. So

a major concession last year, Russia allowed NATO to expand transportation of military supplies over its territory - a crucial element of the 
supply network for U.S. operations in Afghanistan

 pictures of the funny faces we made. Then when we turned on the light my bed and couch had makeup all over them! so we did it again 
and then tried getting all the makeup off the bed and couch

for 50 fucking minutes.  I'd pack up my car, pick up my better half, go for a much needed smoke break, and whip out the blanket over the 
Xtera.     I'll save that for Friday.

partly because as we sat down, Brianne, my youngest "whole" sister, got up and puked all over the hall. Poor thing. Then her and Jess left to 
go home not long after...so dinner was kind of interrupted,

 (I'm sure being in the desert doesn't help) so I figured I better take it down.  Of course pine needles ended up all over the apartment despite 
my best efforts to keep the tree wrapped up, so I then had

Around 1am things started going down hill a bit. Katie got super sick and vomitted all over the futon, floor, couch, herself, the garbage can, 
etc. The entire house reaked of puke. Some stupid ugly cunt

I was swallowing my pills and just kept spitting water all over my controller, monitor and TV, keyboard, etc... and couldn't stop until I 
finally spit all my pills into my hand....I got so mad I threw

# '' Angry Friday '' brought tens of thousands of Egyptians into the streets all over the country, and they have remained there all weekend, 
demanding the end of

16 years, '' the word was that the champagne corks were being popped all over Washington, '' he recalled. '' They figured if Mitch 
McConnell was winning,

this society, even today, '' she says. # Most Kurds are scattered over four countries and enjoy varying levels of freedom. Kurdish and Arabic 
are official languages

s the black n white which i attempted to refill but only led to making a horrid mess. i still have slpatters of ink all over my arm. the colord 
ink was out too. so now to print out in color i must once

Yea it was a mess...I just wanted to leave  Bunch of stuff I don't want to talk about  All I have left now is like a million mosquito bites all 
over my legs I have like 15 of them just on my right ankle...yeah,

and soooo tired. I reaked of booze. It was all over my white shirt and was another reason why I was soooo worried about getting pulled 
 They all had weird accents, contemporary ones, and oddly enough everyone understood each other even though the characters supposedly 

came from all over the globe.  Today I spent the afternoon at Home Depot, 
Im going to kick him in the balls so hard he will almost forget the pain when I pour boiling water all over his dick.  This fucker fucked with 

the wrong fucking girl. This mother fucker, if he ever ever pulls
staying awake for longer than i had to, i was going to go right back to bed as soon as i got home.   so, i just put on a sweatshirt over my 

pajama top.. no bra.. and didn't change my pants.
one of caley's favorite things to do is startle me with cold hands up my shirt.   my cat sam use climb all over any vehicle in our driveway.  

anyone who had muddy cat prints on their car probably came
7. What clothes are you wearing? Long White Skirt, white beater/tank top, and a brown tank top thingy over it  8.Do you label yourself? 

Yes. I cost $7.99, but I'm on sale for $4.99 for the holiday
and I had the most scrumptious, tender chicken with sauteed vegetables and chocolate chip cookies and cake for dessert. I wore my baby 

doll blue silk top over a dark wash denim miniskirt.
 place to dance, but it was near the drunkest kid ever we made some new friends and got beer spilled all over us, gross yesterday was stephs 

21st bday bash i've known her since she was in junior
spiking unemployment and a near halt in population growth. The result is visible all over the city in the form of empty storefronts and'' for 

lease' signs
23rd smallest K-12 district in the state, with 341 kids. They are scattered over the largest district in the county, 160 square miles. It ranges 

from San
Masao Matsui said he never has become used to seeing his son's picture all over Tokyo, but it gladdens his heart that his son has such a 

sterling reputation
place them next to the nests of red ants. The ants would walk all over the leaves, flavoring them with the vinegar-like substance with which 

they mark their trails
 katie's car this past week. anyway we got home around 2:30 with soaking wet grass-stained jeans and bruises all over. woke up in the 

morning and her car got syruped again, but they knew it was her
...and my awesome belt...the loud one.....with the rings all over it....and my piggly wiggly hat.....i will be the most tackiest evah!!!  Jenny 

rocks my world!(or boat, your choice) -shes beautiful -freaking



removed, we could see a thick film of spattered broth and foie gras all over the glasses. # The dish itself was long on flash, short on 
substance

vests; and outerwear ranging from trench coats to parkas. layered a wool blazer over a wool jersey vest dress and ombre plaid flannel 
trousers. He also experimented with

mashed up the 1940s,' 50s and' 60s in gathered, darted jackets over pencil skirts, tweaked and exaggerated to avoid looking strictly retro. 
The synthetic fabrics

bad guy thing, he says "under arrest me" or I've got a 'guarder' and lots more.   Wish I had his damn energy.  Gotta go and bathe the little 
troll. He's got food stuck all over his chubby little face.

been doing, and with whom. A brief search of the room located his trousers, which he quickly pulled on over his boxers. Digging through 
the pockets, he found his tiny Motorola flip-phone. Dom scrolled

I laugh at the sight of a single peice of lettuce.  3.) i sleep with pillow and stuff animals surrounding me and my canopy closed over my bed, 
and keep the covers near my face to where i cant see in my room.. you know.. if 

paneling along the top edges of the walls. David, Moses and Isaiah appear over the stage. To the right, Jefferson, Shakespeare, Dante, 
Goethe and

 home quickly changed and went to dinner at Mike Anderson’s where I proceeded to spill my sisters drink all over the table. But that’s cool. 
Then I came home quickly changed and then went bowling

He is dressed in a white tunic more like a robe, with sheer sleeves and golden tassels, and long trousers, flowing down over the tops of his 
bare feet; no armor, unlike Endymion, and that is perhaps what made

.  but, funny story... David put pickles all over Max's windshield's. so we decided to get him back and put Sardines and Octopus on his 
windsheild and so they stuck well overnight... we used Miracle Whip.  it was by far 

but upon looking closer you see biohazard bags, stuffed animals, lava lamps, and clothes scattered over the floor. She is your typical teen, 
with a bit of random flavor, your soft and sensitive girl with a side of mystery, 

WIth a note in SHARPIE......"VOID Postage must be on address side."  Ok fine...but the asshole wrote "VOID" in big black sharpie over 
each stamp....so I can not correct it and my art is ruined.  Asshole.  Never mind...I will 

Aeryn grasped the greenish glycerin soap with her other hand and began to massage it slowly over John’s throat, concentrating on the patch 
of skin just behind the corner of his jaw where he had

worse: forgetting you have a piece of chocolate, and leaving it your bag until it melts all over the place, coating your cell phone and your 
wallet, and generally everything that's not supposed to be

take everybody and connect hands you'll have a river. connect the river as the waves come over your head.    have you been here before and 
squint-eye. i was jobbed in a tree of grackel and a

'' # Where are the guys? # Self-serve frozen yogurt is not distributed evenly over the country. Nearly half the frozen yogurt servings are on 
the West Coast,

eating at the moment, sitting cross legged on the patch of school-provided blankets laid over judo mats that is now their home, comes cold 
in vacuum-packed individual servings donated

, all this land, driving past huge houses with lacrosse nets and sticks all over the front lawns.' # Aziz, who is of Pakistani descent, said
It was actually a bowl of ice cream with a sheet of fruit gelee draped over the top. Red Velvet $12 did offer more distinct elements: torn 

pieces of
Terry, leaving the three adults alone outside Security.  “Sir,” Terry greeted Nott.  The commander rubbed a hand over his brow and sighed.  

“I need a Starport transfer,” he muttered, mostly to himself.  “Somewhere 
That should be enough to warrant retaliation, irregardless of who they are!”  Harry tamped down his irritation, crossing his arms over his 

chest and widening his stance, giving the blond a bland eye.  Any other superior 
career expo which sucks up all of my worrying and stress. Now off to scribble madly on my canvas and paste colors over it to create 

something that I like to call art that bears my soul, and to listen to James blunt 
Slowly, oh so slowly he turned to find Kaoru standing in the kitchen door with her arms crossed over her trim stomach and a smile fighting 

to be free on her mouth. "Am I interrupting anything?"      
. # '' I'm sorry, '' Foss, his stocking cap pulled down over his ears, said to his hungry, would-be customers. '' I'll make

I prepare for the hunt as the banner of the dragon is lowered for the hall of elders and draped over the elder's still frame.  As I hunt them 
down, a group comes upon me armed with tasers and cattle

. Deciding it was time to intervene, the no-nonsense nurse placed a wet washcloth over his eyes. '' In the most polite way I know how, '' she

frenzy, some singing, some screaming, others just quietly standing with a hand over their heart. # Jim remembered the lean days when the 
Hawks didn't sell

I went for a jog, wearing sweatpants, and a sportsbra with a t-shirt over it.  I got back to my room and took off the t-shirt, so I was walking 
around in the sports bra.  This is completely not indecent public attire (people 

'' # Skelding, a wiry man with a direct eye and a plain cap over his salt-and-pepper hair, offers an explanation for his journey that sounds, at 
first

her. # '' It was like a great force of intense pressure pressing down over my whole body, and I couldn't breathe, '' Shibley, who works
this happens to be the  i Supreme /i  gas pump, which we are out of and we also designated as such by placing a bag over the handle.  So I 

had to tell her, "Ma'am, we've been out of that for awhile
wild, the center's workers wore white costumes with a small crane-head puppet slipped over the right hand to teach the chicks how to peck 

and forage. Gradually,
home, and an invitation. Mr. Miller, with a wool hat pulled down over his ears, was waiting at the elevator. # He said it was no

prime strip steak $55; the meat was good, but the truffle sauce poured over it had distractingly sweet elements. # I'd go back for the slab of
also my hair looked like shit so i had the hood over my head. i went to get my sunglasses and coudln't find them, and i HAD to wear 

sunglasses from the gross eyeliner i had on from the night
Question for y'all!  If you see a bag of any sort over the handle at a gas pump, what does that mean?  It means the dang pump is out of 

order!  I mean, most people are able to use common sense to
to the old New Orleans Saints tactic of observing the latest loss with a bag over his head. # That drew the ire of Nets CEO Brett Yormark, 

who
 I got to stay home today beacause I literally woke up with my alarm this morning.  Walked to my door  And fell over and went back to bed. 

Ive lost of motor functions it seems. My emotions are on a
And then they launched at each other with me literally right smack dab in the middle. I got punched in the head so hard I fell over and was 

awoken by the feet stamping on me and my purse. And my
a party. Their midterm successes were aided, however, by the widespread dissatisfaction over the economy and a persistently high 

unemployment rate well above 9 percent. # Obama
his White House needs a more focused domestic policy mission after two years spent battling over health care and reacting to crises such as 

the financial system collapse and the gulf



above 9 percent. # Obama and his team believe that federal deficits and alarm over the size and scope of government had far less to do with 
the outcome than

with Russia is a continuing conversation about narcotics that has defused a potentially damaging disagreement over Afghanistan's opium 
trade. # In a major concession last year, Russia allowed

election losses, President Obama has presided over a West Wing makeover designed to help him keep a sharp focus on economic issues
be the same place if we did that,' she said. # Frustration over Virginia students getting shut out of the state's top schools in recent years has
spread of Kurdish. # '' There are intense efforts to take recent public debates over' our language to a point that could radically change the 

foundation philosophy of our
I'm probably not even the worst, but I'm always the one dying a thousand deaths inside when someone churns out something that's not 

perfect and secretely go over everyone's work again to make it a bit better, although 
and nervous while at the same time becoming accepting of any job that seems decent and not deathly boring and obnoxious that offers over 

$36,000 starting salary (both of which Sears and K-mart beat by a couple 
I'm always so impressed by people who can do it.  It takes so much dedication!  My mom sends out over a hundred; I think there is 

something about that which somehow creates a barrier to my participation in the 
fewer permanent modifications (540,000) than modifications that have failed and been canceled (over 800,000). This is the well-chronicled 

result of the rush to get the program
, Nelson, who was appointed by President Obama and confirmed by the Senate just over three months ago, has attracted legions of devotees 

after 17 years as a prominent
get 217 saves. # Henry Rodriguez, acquired for Josh Willingham, has thrown over 100 mph and can throw the ball through a brick wall - on 

days when
the shopping suckkkkked something that wouldn't cost 15 bucks here would be 40 over there.  but i liked sweden a lotttttt better than 

norway....because of stockholm the huge city and delarno the
it, but TMI was a piece of cake compared to what they're facing over there in Fukushima, in terms of the problem, '' said Harold Denton,

the first candle of Chanukah together. Unfortunately on the 24th, I ended up volunteering to take care of my ex, and run her over to northern 
metro Denver to drop some presents off to her family

pounds. # Then the straps can wrap around a deer while the seat goes over the chest and shoulder to make a good deer-dragging method. # 
It has been

Walked over to the park tonight But stopped a few feet away  Or was it yards? I'm no good with measurement The park where we would 
play sometimes Usually in darkness, the world asleep

. i got it all on clearance...so i must look elsewhere for the boots.  when i got back home i ventured over to the mcclellan household. we 
hung out for a while and then decided to go to see the

is still uncertain. Sirte, Qaddafi's major stronghold after Tripoli, lies west over 300 miles of lightly inhabited desert. '' Keeping Sirte is his 
whole objective,

's cooked, so make sure it's to your taste, and not way over the hill. If it's already turned to vinegar, it will taste like
"Miranda!" I cried, "Turn on your headlights!" But she was wearing sunglasses while trying to light a cigarette and then she was over the 

hill and gone and trapped in an invisible vehicle not using
body of water, and the bridge was hella tall. But to get across, we had to borrow a car. As we set out over the bridge, we drove under a sign 

that said "wear your helmet." You have to ask WHY there are
one of them had to say something. Dom gave up on sulking.  He went over to the stove to make tea. "Do you know the trouble with 

Christmas, Bills?"  Billy glanced involuntarily at the wall calendar.
So Staci and I are on our way to the SPCA from James Island to West Ashley, which is where you have to go over the draw bridge.  Well, 

we're chatting and and suddenly the gate with the "STOP" sign
Then we realize - holy shit, the light was red and now we will have to be like Dukes of Hazzard and jump over the bridge.  Anyways, there 

are two series of gates you have to pass and the first one
Seasons Costa Rica at Peninsula Papagayo was tucked into a steep hillside, looking out over the rain forest, the beach and the aqua blue 

cove to the west.
is unincorporated, without a council or mayor. The nearest county representative is way over the hill in Menlo Park. It's a one-light town 

with a one-block commercial
 to get some coffee for Min and I grabbed a container of Irish Creme for JD (&amp;lt;3 to the Irish boy!). But then.... Min and I ran over to 

the Kash'n'Karry to get some pudding for Adrian. Went back
, and Elijah drove, probably feeling just as bewildered as Billy.  They got inside, and Billy tossed his jumper over the arm of the couch. 

That’s when he noticed that Dom’s glares weren’t directed at Billy
of food and supplies, '' the Libyan authorities have now stopped communications about crossing over the border with aid, '' said Zouhair 

Chakroun, a doctor with the Tunisian
of the city's. # Oakland, many of whose shoppers have traditionally driven over the hills to malls in Contra Costa County, or over the bridge 

to San
 going to be the summer of Spanish poets. After everything closes we've taken to sneaking over a wire fence and swimming in a steaming 

neon pool that we discovered hidden among the trees. It is
in the cold rain. # Tunisian volunteers and army officials were aiding those coming over the border with food, water and emergency medical 

attention, but the vast majority
my sole defining point. Have I lost myself so much that that is all I am to some people I call friends? Am I over reacting? Do I have any 

right to be upset? How do I explain this to the people in question.
Perhaps, however, I just made that up, and I'm over generalizing needlessly. In any event, bed now.  PS-- The DVI cable for my projector 

arrived today; such wonderful, wonderful quality. There's
 Over analyzing these concepts that only exist in the backdoor light of our bodies as shadows

my E-commerece test tomorrow, the senioritis has officially set in but not so much that I don't do any homework, I still do but I do just a 
little less than my usual over achiever self

known you from a community, or if you've been recc'd by someone on my flist that I know. Again, I apologise, but this is (hopefully) a 
temporary solution to the problem of a much over-crowded flist.  Thank you.  

 The lady did the only humane thing: She captured the now over delited Jeromy, by stuffing him into a duffle bag, locked him in a closet for 
eight months, and for that period kept repeating,

I think one of my biggest problems is that I “know” more about the syntax of Spanish and so I tend to over think it. For instance, the first 
sentence “Hoy, fui a trabajar” just means “Today, I went to

both my usernames are in my Info page if you dont have them.  I dont want to stop speaking to anyone, Im just trying to give the over 
emotional side of my charactor a break.     Love to you all..

an obvious thing when you look at my past events and life in general.     Its not that I am insecure, over protective or paranoid.. no, its none 
of those things.  Its the fact that I trust noone, my inner

, or at least get some headway.. Im wasting far too much fucking time waiting for idiots to get off their fat, over-paid asses.     a phone call is 
going into countrywide tomorrow directly to the

Im pissed off with not working   Im pissed off with not having any money   Im pissed off with my mothers over demanding, selfish, 
alcoholic, vampiric friends     Generally, Im pissed off..      I hate



live my life or who i should date when i need her or she needs me i am there for her.  My dad is so over protective of me until it's unreal.  
He won't let me go anywhere without him giving me the third

Islamist leaders have promised to escalate the violence in north Caucasus and make it spill over into the central Russian cities. # The 
Russian government should resist the temptation to

i mean it seems in the case of the outkast disc, simple songcraft won over rabid experimentalism, so one might think that Paul would win 
(and before i made the list i hoped he would. paul is an

 (actually, theres a great twilight zone episode that has this same conceit, well not really, but through mind over matter power a really 
obnoxious guy populates an entire world with himself. and

You have very little faith and you are very focused on intellectual endeavors.  You value objective proof over intuition or subjective 
thoughts.  You enjoy talking about ideas and tend to have a lot of in depth conversations 

. # In an interview, Mr. Morgan did not mention the ethical cloud hanging over Mr. Rangel.'' It would be inappropriate,' Mr. Morgan said,
Good thing I've resorted to elementary school discipline tactics to get myself motivated.  If only I didn't have so much other shit hanging 

over my head.  I have this knot in my stomach and it won't go
There are a lot of things going on in my life right now.  I have these two papers hanging over my head, with Stephen Jones riding up my 

ass, I have the fact that college is ending soon, I have the
And then I had the flag over my bed starting at me. Hahaha. God, that was fun.

the pies: still terrific. Even a slice in the morning, fridge-cooled mozzarella over tangy red sauce, exhibits the pliancy and flavor of bread, 
not cardboard.

peppercorns. Add water to cover by about 1 inch. Bring to a boil over high heat, then reduce the heat to medium low, cover, and cook
So Im in Architectural Modelling class, and I have this recolection of a dream I had as I was stretching my arm over my head.  I remember 

last night I think I woke up half way, and had been sleeping on
were a ton of ashtrays, let your cat out, or pour beer over people's heads. Fuck people, man. Next time we're having a party we're covering 

the house in plastic. We're still&amp;nbsp;scrubbing up
State Rep. Derrick Shepherd said he filed the bill because he was tired of catching glimpses of boxer shorts and G-strings over the lowered 

belt lines of young adults.   The bill would punish anyone
I have three beautiful children who I cannot ever hope to thank for blessing me with their very presence.  We have a roof over our head, 

food to eat and family who we love and who love us in
Rita just hit cat 5, and it's still got two and a half days before the eye gets here... saw the church down the street putting up a wood frame 

and plywood over their entrance.  I'm taking the cat and
 I am able to make ends meet now, especially now that Mike is here and helping with the rent, but I still need a roof over my head and food 

to eat.  And I'm not exactly living the high life to begin with.  
them in with about four loads of laundry. I also installed some shelving in the kitchen: one shelf over the washer (to hold laundry stuff)

and two shelves over the dryer, to hold...well, kitchen stuff. Day by day the apartment begins to be truly livable.  Also, Kristy and I broke 
open Avalon Hill's "Nexus Ops" last night. I've had it sitting on a

for working with thoughts and emotions. # In the past, Kerr sometimes stood over the ball before hitting a shot and would fret about this or 
that. Now

she decides what she's going to do before she approaches the ball, stands over the ball and quickly pulls the trigger. Kerr says it's a basic 1-2-
3

also tell the community about it. '' You don't want this cloud hanging over them, '' she says. '' You don't want their achievement tainted.
a concession stand: black pants, black shirt. He wears a bright headband over his loose dreads and has no props. But, as a man, does

Libyan air defenses to clear the way for the imposition of a U.N.-mandated no-fly zone over the North African country. # Gortney said the 
mission has two goals: prevent

navy bases already housing U.S., NATO and Italian forces to enforce the no-fly zone over Libya. # Italy's defense minister, Ignazio La 
Russa, said Saturday that

and then leaving it to European and perhaps Arab countries to enforce a no-fly zone over the North African nation. # Gortney told reporters 
the cruise missile assault was the

aircraft repeatedly attacked Iraq's air defenses during the 1990s while enforcing a no-fly zone over Iraq's Kurdish north. # Cruise missiles 
are the weapon of first choice in

wrong, after living in the tents we were just happy to have a roof over our heads, '' says Obando's 25-year-old daughter, Susana, from her 
parents

For gentlemen, there was even a mustache spoon, designed with an extra panel over the bowl to separate the mustache away from the food, 
ensuring clean whiskers. #

The bar isn’t like a Charleston bar, it was just a thatched roof over a concrete floor and a little building with a window, where you buy your 
drinks, and then they have those white plastic chairs to

impose punitive financial sanctions and NATO allies discussing steps that included a possible no-fly zone over Libya. # But with their 
increasing firepower, the rebels appeared to break the

. Heat the oil in a large, heavy skillet, preferably cast iron, over medium-high heat. When the skillet is just short of smoking, place the 
brussels

cone of squid arrives stuffed with cavalo nero, a kind of black cabbage, over an ebony-ink risotto that itself emerges from a fiery chunked 
tomato sauce. A stroke

on basketball courts, like the legendary playground called The Dome with a tin roof over an open concrete court with barbecue grills on the 
sideline. When he explodes on

If refrigerated, rewarm beans and broth before continuing. # In a frying pan over medium heat, cook the duck legs until golden, about 4 
minutes per side

refrigerated, rewarm both beans and broth before continuing. # Prick sausages and cook over medium heat in a frying pan lightly coated 
with oil or skip oil if using

chop. In a large frying pan, melt the butter with the olive oil over medium-high heat. When the butter foams, add the onions, salt and bay
While the beans are cooking, make the tomato sauce. Place a small skillet over medium heat; add the oil and garlic, and cayenne or paprika, 

and
. Place 1/4 cup of the onions in a large flame-resistant casserole, and set over medium heat to warm. Add the tomato mixture, 1 teaspoon of 

salt,
cut bacon crosswise into lardons about 1/4-inch thick. Cook bacon in a medium-size skillet over medium heat until crispy and fat has 

rendered. Move bacon to paper towels and
of Woodson somewhere in his own home. If not in an office, perhaps over the mantle, or on the bedstand. # '' No, nothing like that,

recycled leather belts. Sandblasted wine bottles stand in for shades for pendant lights hanging over the thick wood tables. # Pothos vines, 
which I haven't seen much

now pay $20, Williams said. That's still enough to keep a roof over his head, but there's not a lot left over. # Along with
salad greens with fresh goat cheese. Reheat any leftover squash in a nonstick pan over medium heat until crisp, 3 minutes per side. 2 pounds 

narrow portion of
sugar or piloncillo and the Mexican chocolate. Simmer the sweet sauce for 20 minutes over the lowest heat because it can splatter. Stir often 

to make sure the chocolate



second slice of bread. Add the olive oil and butter to a large skillet over medium heat. Carefully dip both sides of each sandwich into the 
egg mixture.

haven't seen much since the 1960s, sprout from wood boxes above a canopy over the open kitchen and are just beginning to grow down to 
form a fringe in

. To the east, the building's underbelly sloped up in a 35-foot-long cantilever over a small public plaza toward the High Line, the new park 
built on an

of the finest retail record stores in the country, Down Home Music. # Over his shoulder, a sign on the wall above the parking lot says, ''
a man with recently rinsed hair strolled through the dusty street with a towel hanging over his bare shoulder. # A couple of women managed 

a moment of playful banter
portion of the incentives. # Growing revenue long term # A strategic question hovering over CenturyLink as it approaches the expected 

closing of the Qwest deal Friday is how the
said in an interview, Cotman called her into her office and '' raked me over the coals. '' # Cotman told Hawkins she had been overheard 

speaking disparagingly of parents
Pamela Simon. Other staffers and interns had witnessed the shootings. # Questions loomed over the group: Why them? Why now? # Welsh-

Simpson told them they might
I know how beautiful the arch in Washington Square looked after sunset, I know how beautiful a newspaper floating over a subway grating 

was.  And I know how close to tears I am all the time
however, that promise seems no more enduring than the smoke from Challenger that hovered over the Florida coast that chilly morning in 

January 1986. Some experts contend that the
'd been dispatched from Benghazi to Sirte on Feb. 17 later ejected from their plane over the desert after receiving orders to strafe the 

resistance here. # In eastern Libya
There's nothing we can catch here,' said Pius Doron, perched anxiously over his boat -- and market women trudge through oily streams.'' 

There is
part of chiles, I cut them out with the scissors. Do this operation over a spread out newspaper or your kitchen will be covered with seeds. 

Place chiles
covered with seeds. Place chiles in a large heat-proof bowl and pour boiling water over them. If the chiles are cut up they tend to float less, 

but
adding just enough water to help puree. Pour puree through a wire strainer placed over a large bowl. Discard the skins they are great in 

compost. After straining

into warm soup bowls and spoon a little relish into the center. Grind pepper over the soup, sprinkle with minced parsley, and serve. -- -- -- --

by his side, began to respond. Today, Patrick can raise his arm over his head and give a firm handshake even though his right index finger 
can't

problem with the presence of American, English, and French planes in the skies over Libya. # Gardels: The successful Arab revolts - in 
Egypt and Tunisia -

disappointment that surfaced when she realized it had not been Crichton standing there. The big Luxan towered over Aeryn’s crouching 
form, facing her back at the entrance to the chamber.

each night. They also will use the costumes to teach the birds to roost over water, out of harm's way from predators. BP donated the land for

Cameron said after the summit. # Earlier Saturday, a plane was shot down over the outskirts of Benghazi, sending up a massive black cloud 
of smoke. An

prayers at the main protest site in Sohar on Friday, a government helicopter buzzed over the crowd, disrupting the service. # And the 
country's attorney general,

So I screamed like a little girl and called my mommy. Ha. She said put a cup over it til she got home and she would take care of it.  So I did.  
No there is an evil green monster hiding under a red party

 (MAUREEN makes a slurping, sucking sound.) "Climb on board," she said.  And as a harvest moon rose over Cyberland,  We reared back 
and sprang into a gallop.  Leaping out of orbit!!! I awoke

When I came to, the headmaster practically begged me to accept the post. I recall his twinkling eyes glancing upon me over the outer rim of 
his half-moon spectacles, and the fear seemed to vanish.

carp bigger than himself under a waterfall with a seemingly translucent curtain of liquid falling over the big fish, and a blizzard of little 
white bubbles dotting the whole is

1845-46, in which a giant, spectral skeleton conjured by an evil princess looms over a pair of battling, resplendently dressed warriors, and 
another from the same year

. # Former Fish and Game Deputy Director John Sullivan looked down from an airplane over the Sacramento Valley last week and saw that 
the Fremont Weir had overflowed into the

Brown completely off the ground. Brown's life was spared because Green's sword struck Brown's belt. Brown fell forward and Green struck 
him several times over the head, wounding his scalp.

from over here as to the bemusement the UK has with America's current fascination with Piers
and place in the middle of the table. Encourage guests to spoon the tinga over tostadas and corn tortillas, and garnish with queso fresco, 

avocado, fresh lime
, flax seeds, almonds and coconut in a large bowl. Pour apple pure over oat mixture, making sure to equally coat all the dry ingredients. # 

Place
and around key coastal cities. # The AC-130s, which fly low and slow over the battlefield and are typically more vulnerable to enemy fire 

than fast-moving fighter jets,
, the senior U.S. general overseeing the operation, and are likely to continue flying over Libya in the coming days as allied forces attempt to 

increase the pressure on Gaddafi
to a boil; reduce heat to low; simmer 20 minutes. Spoon sauce over a ready-to-bake pizza crust. Sprinkle with shredded part-skim 

mozzarella. Follow label directions for
1/4 teaspoon each garlic powder, pepper and ground ginger; mix well. Spoon over turkey mixture; toss to coat. To serve, line 4 serving 

plates with
oven, and place 2 on each plate. Pile a heaping 1/2 cup salad over each serving, top with 2-3 avocado slices and sprinkle with cotija cheese. 

Or
vegetables was a delight. The nightly changing selection can include Purple Haze carrots sliced over cashew '' ricotta '' with tarragon lemon 

puree; roasted baby beets with horseradish almond
before serving. # Place the bread cubes in a large bowl. Pour milk over the bread, and let soak for about 8 to 10 minutes, until softened
pushing down on the pancakes. # Serve the pancakes with the cinnamon-sugar butter melted over the top and vanilla maple syrup for 

dipping. You should have plenty of leftover
, add the maple syrup and almond butter, and stir until smooth. Pour over the dry ingredients and stir to combine. # Line a small pan with 

plastic
his head, but the tension in his frame had melted away. He was leaning that long body over the edge of the fresher stall and looking at her 

intensely. Blue eyes ablaze and suddenly the vulnerability that



 “Perhaps, but he needs to make amends with Zahn sooner rather than later. Luckily, I did not have to beat him over the head with the hint. 
Crichton is not as ignorant as I thought him to be. I think,

I firmly believe that the world has forgotten what "polite" means.  Anyway, I managed to drop kick a few, Knock another over the head,and 
stick a cane up this old mans ass, just to get to the damn

 I went to the doctor's yesterday.  I wanted to beat the fucking nurse over the head with something.  Firstly she was talking on her cell phone 
half of the time she was in the room.  Which pissed me off.

'' poignant' with heat, Mr. Mena said, but not hit you over the head with it. (Only salsa picante -- thin red sauces like Cholula
smoke mingled with the tear gas police shot at protesters, forming a dense cloud over the square. Youths darted through it to pull down 

fences and topple police structures
and add the remaining 1/2 teaspoon thyme and remaining winter savory or rosemary. Sprinkle over the top of the beans. Bake until the 

topping has formed into a golden
before it could be held aloft. To emphasize boxing out, he put lids over the rims and allowed players to pursue the rebound only after a shot 

ball hit
You would think that after decades of futility, they would learn to just roll over and get a few more weeks of sleep. # The budget is the 

result
a drugstore and get Josh some anti-nausea stuff. I couldn't get the stupid car to start, so something wasn't turning over in the innerworkings 

of my Honda. I slept at Scotty's and got up today at 11ish, I
 I stopped for gas yesterday before work and when I went to start my car, it would not turn over. So I called dad and as I was on the phone it 

started. I drove to Al's and dad let me drive his car to work.
The weather's turned angry and everything has blurred over with a wintry light and walking down the lane has taken on the same weight as 

walking through an empty high school gymnasium at dusk.
for sure, but he knew that they could probably see it on him just like they could see the dirt on his hands.   -  Greg rolled over as he pushed 

away his thoughts. He curled around Nick, sighing when the older man placed a 

then ultimately getting in that boat at the same time so it doesn't tip over. And I think that can happen. '' # House Republican leaders call the

Love to all the Farscape fic writers on LJ who inspire, make me laugh and just knock me over with their insight and finesse. Happy New 
Year to all of you!  Title: Surprise Inspection Author: Eclipse

I slept very little, she aroused me, and I pleasured her shortly, and she did not pleasure me back, so I stopped, rolled over, and continued to 
think about these last fleeting seconds in the third movement

 and blocking the roads. the past couple days the wind has blown our mailbox over a couple times and today part of our fence by the oak 
tree came down and also the garbage cans are blowing

and started to straighten it, and the whole freaking shelf fell over...like the whole aisle of shelf, and all the horror section fell on the floor 
blocking the kitchen and all the candy went everywhere..its a

They hold "gay pride" parades in an attempt to force their views down everyone else's throat so to speak. If people aren't willing to roll over 
and accomodate their desires, they attack those people as

Yup [034] Ever tipped over a porta potty?: No [035] Used your parent's credit card before?: No [036] Skipped school before?: Yes [037] 
Fell asleep in the shower/bath?: Yes [038] Been in a school play:

on one side until nicely browned, about three minutes. Turn the brussels sprouts over and cook on the other side until nicely browned and 
tender, three to five

is hottest of a 425-degree oven. When they had browned, I flipped them over to finish cooking. # The first time I used more brown sugar, 
which

the tomato until charred around the edges along with the garlic, turning the tomatoes over to char the other side. Add the oregano; stir to 
toast, about

not to have to drive on the bridge or the unlit road i travel to get to class. people here are such horrid drivers. i saw a car turned over on the 
way home a bit ago. yeah.   any way. i belive class is still

She conjures tears, fear.. Though-- not tears FOR fears but She is so small and breakable An accidental wind could blow her over And you'd 
never see her again But who would notice?

i bought a big pack of fireworks, which i went ahead and popped out in san eli but the coolest thing was when the last big firework i popped 
tipped over and started shooting and us and lisas car... -

oldest, but she still plays along with the game.  I glance down at the note, and I start laughing so hard, I can't breathe. I almost fell over 
laughing that laugh. The one that makes no sound  and turns

, I was pulling onto Country Club Road off of West Jones and something caught my attention and I looked up, and there is a truck flipped 
over on its side right in front of my car so I slam on brakes and

like, a foot away from a huge lightpole. and the firemen said that if that pole hadnt been there then we would have rolled over a couple 
times into the ditch that was there. i was crying sooo much.. i

the freezer door is so broken. its ridiculous. its falling the fuck over. literally. (that was a big long run on paragraph and i dont care)  blah. 
lost my train of thought. well the last thing that happened

happened: when our waitress showed up, the hostess warned her to be careful with our table because I had already almost fallen over; I 
drank a flaming "swinger", while it was on fire!!; they served a .3 meter cubed 

 I stretched a little just now and found a spot on my back that is completely sore and knottted to the point of tears.... yet I can't feel it if I 
hunch over some. Ugh I need a new bed... I wake up sore... this is not a good thing

He decided it was time for a change of position. “Get up and bend over the side of the couch.” Draco made no attempt at abandoning his 
current position as he was steadily approaching climax, but when Harry lifted him 

 See, as far as I know, I'm not affected by caffeine. And I don't mean that I drank so much coffee or soda over the years that I'm now 
immune to it. I mean that I have never felt anything from ingesting caffeine

indoors. # " We knew it was close by, but they told us over and over again that it was safe, safe, safe, safe, "
the knives come raining down. He replays the scene in his waking hours, over and over in his head. Describing it, he raises an arm up to
vibrate and it can lay by my face. i hope it doesnt wake the boy up. it always does though. i should change my number and not give it to 

very many people. starting over feels nice sometimes. eh well.
and pretty much everything going on in my life that is casuing me to feel this way.       and as if all of this starting over business and 

understanding my feelings wasn't enough, and there were not
when I was a wee one, I had the crazy belief that when we dream, we visit ourselves in other dimensions, and that's why sometimes we visit 

certain places over and over in our dreams.
services and deep cuts in college and university budgets. '' This is 2003 all over again, '' Dewhurst said, alluding to the most recent 

legislative session that dealt
empathy from significant others - parents, priests, siblings or friends. Over and over again in interviews, Oliner says, heroes give the same 

answers to the question
, '' she said. '' They are going to see our store over and over. They might say,' Oh, there is the Gold & Silver place

 I used to love that movie when I was a wee one, but after years of being forced to watch it over and over again I have come to hate it. Such 
is life



to the gym either).     It's just so cute.  And makes me realize that the same conversations are had over & over.  The 1Ls will always be 
discussing the mailing list for days.  2Ls will always be stressed

Almost time for dinner....  I ought to go.       *Actual thing that the bus driver repeated over &  over as he came up with another of the 
World's Worst Pun Ever.     PS John -- aren't you proud of me for

a pledge that because of that scholarship, I would repay that money many times over by helping other people and contributing to programs 
that promoted higher education.' #

I agree with you. In many ways. I'm sorry the note couldn't be longer, but I was rushing, so I had to cut it off short. I'll try for a better one 
soon. I went over and read your journal, and that's what I am

he would keep some holdover Broncos assistants and will bring some members of his staff over from Carolina. # Fox said he's spoken with 
Mike McCoy about staying on

Herb Champion. # " Their Thanksgiving is Columbus Day, so they would come over here to buy their turkeys because it was cheaper, " said 
Champion, 63.

So the Heards' dinner tonight was ok I guess.  Me, Pip, and Kerry rode over there together and almost died like 32743284 times.  We had a 
pretty good time jokin around w/ Ms. Heard and C.B....

At seven tonight Pattie and I are cruising over to Albuquerque's "Sunport" for a long weekend visit with Karen and Richard Adler, Patrick's 
parents. We'll eat tons of amazing food, see some sights, and

Annie and Liz were all like what wrong and so sweet to me and everything and i was really trying then we went over to sections and George 
is like blah blah i really couldn't pay attention to what

then George says we can go but he wasnt to talk to me, but i really didn't wanna talk to him but i kinda went over there and he was like 'i 
know your capable they just pushed a lot on you tonight and

Then I came home and hung out for a while...did some homework. Me and Ashlee then walked over to choir and this really awesome 
singing group sang for us. Then I went to class with Ashlee and took

sunday we went over to pop-op's. It was weird this year without grandma. Where we normally stay there for four hours, everything was 
done and people left after two. I felt kind of bad leaving pop

so today was pretty eventful      after school i was walkin over to my tennis match and i call megan and we talk and stuff......then as i walk 
into walrond park, guess whos drivin around....thats right...its

Dustin and Daniel (also from my high school, class of 03 though) by the fence and I decide to say hi. I walk over there to say what's up 
(they were standing at the fence from the inside, while Micky was

smacks head on keyboard- Can't do anything right can I? On to better news. Maggie came over to my house this weekend. It was fun, to say 
the least. We did all sorts of things from playing

I can't even begin to compare when I send her gifts. I still need to find the right stuff to send over. But, anyway, she is doing well. It seems 
she and Bart are fine and she says her "problem" will be

 It was originally a GBA game, but they converted it to DS and then brought it over here in that format. It works fine as a GBA game, but I 
like it even more as a DS.

 i ended up walking over to christian and getting the best hug from him. sigh... i swear to jesus he's my fuckin gaurdian angel...he's my best 
friend in the world and he just

so Ashleigh called him ke  back and he ended up bringing us Mcdonalds....yummy!!!Then we went over to my sister Jenny's boyfriend 
Mike's open house

and so we were trying to find a way to get money .. so Ashleigh thought she might have money at her house so we went over there and none 
of the doors were left

but Oh well I guess. I'm really freaking tired too! Josh keeps me up too late on the phone. I wasn't allowed to go over to his house last night 
:-( Cuz my Dad's

and he's like "yeah well...prolly in another room though!" and I was like "YOU WOULD BE TOO IF HE CAME OVER HERE!" lol idk it 
was actually kinda funny. But I told him he

So, I'm in Room D finishing tomorrow's Trademarks reading before heading over to the Auditorium for Patents.  The 1Ls in here waiting for 
Torts or Contracts or whatever are still

, and went back in the bus to bring it up into the bus. I then brought it over to the wheelchair area and strapped it in. That was it! Just to 
make sure I could do those basic things that every bus

He said the next step was to set me up with a date to get a physical and drug test, and then i'd get a start date! He said "let's just do that 
now!" We went over to the secretary's desk and he asked her

 We went over to the garage, which was a very short walk away. It is HUGE! Neither of them knew how many buses were stationed here. 
There was a bus parked on the side, which Denny and I went

He told me to come in about an hour.  Now he has never told me that so i got suspicious and i just go on over there.  To my surprise i see 
her car in the yard.  So i walked in the house(i had a key) and i

South Africa we see an ambitious lawyer, an immigrant almost by chance, brought over in 1893 to assist in a civil suit between rival Indian-
owned trading companies with roots

always liked the guy. Man, I'm just going to have to go over there and just talk to him and say' I have no issues. We
the heat and set aside. # Makes about 1 1/2 cups. # Pick over the dried beans and discard any misshapen ones as well as any stones or grit

We forgot about a credit from our realtor towards closing, received a large tax refund, he was able to roll over some monies and cash out an 
IRA, and we even managed to get some of our earnest



Year Type Source Corpus Figurativity Verb
2005 BLOG dammitjoelle.txt:201:     BLOGS literal fly

2005 BLOG michaeljlarson2.txt:54 BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG michaels04.txt:22 BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG michelle_01.txt:32:      BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG michelleee1.txt:115  BLOGS literal go

2005 BLOG michelleee1.txt:61:     BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG michelleee1.txt:70: BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG michellelenore.txt:48. BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG mickeyforeva08.txt:111: BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG mickeyforeva08.txt:192:     BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG mickeyforeva08.txt:237:     BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG mickeyforeva08.txt:84:      BLOGS literal come

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal pour

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal install

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal NA

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical hear

2005 BLOG metatronis.txt:104:      BLOGS literal pass

2005 BLOG happyrainbow.txt:49:     BLOGS metaphorical NA

2011 NEWS WASHPOST COCA metaphorical linger

2011 NEWS AJC COCA literal hover

2011 NEWS AJC COCA literal hover

2005 BLOG h_i_s.txt:66 BLOGS literal freeze

2005 BLOG hannibee1.txt:148:   BLOGS literal mix

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal place

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal cook

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal cook

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal heat

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal heat

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal heat
2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal heat

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal heat

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal heat

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal melt
2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal NA
2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal place

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal place

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal return

2011 NEWS WASHPOST COCA literal poised

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA literal stand

2005 BLOG d_ragondaughter.txt:231: BLOGS literal lean

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA literal sling

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA literal enforce

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal have

2005 BLOG dab_political.txt: BLOGS metaphorical fall



2011 NEWS AP COCA literal paint

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal have

2011 NEWS WASHPOST COCA literal drape

2005 BLOG mestupchels.txt:150 BLOGS literal stick

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal serve

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal serve

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal serve

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal spread

2011 NEWS WASHPOST COCA literal look

2011 NEWS AJC COCA literal spoon

2005 BLOG michaelinjapan.txt:175 BLOGS literal jerk

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal spread

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal spread

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal ride

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal establish

2005 BLOG d_ragondaughter.txt:60:      BLOGS literal slap

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal wear

2005 BLOG damaged3.txt:228:      BLOGS literal put

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal paint

2005 BLOG michaelinjapan.txt:112:      BLOGS literal glaze

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical roll

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal turn

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal turn

2011 NEWS AJC COCA metaphorical start

2005 BLOG mia_tremere.txt:39:      BLOGS metaphorical start

2011 NEWS AJC COCA literal jump

2005 BLOG metalhead2843.txt:201 BLOGS literal jump

2005 BLOG meta_mom.txt:102:     BLOGS metaphorical wash

2011 NEWS AP COCA metaphorical run

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal run

2005 BLOG daisha5.txt:221: BLOGS literal run

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal run

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal run

2011 NEWS AJC COCA literal claim

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal circle

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal push

2011 NEWS AP COCA metaphorical put

2005 BLOG mestupchels.txt:213 BLOGS literal look

2005 BLOG mestxupxkidx05.txt:172: BLOGS literal look

2005 BLOG mexi_cheeks_9.txt:21 BLOGS literal look

2005 BLOG cowboywannabe88.txt:33
3:    BLOGS literal be

2005 BLOG da_pimpshiznit.txt:111:     BLOGS metaphorical put

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical love



2005 BLOG mexi_cheeks_9.txt:21 BLOGS literal go

2005 BLOG cydlicious.txt:111: BLOGS metaphorical send

2005 BLOG messy_hair_girl.txt:253:    BLOGS metaphorical step

2005 BLOG damaskus.txt:103:      BLOGS literal fly

2005 BLOG daisyfresh_girl.txt:48:  BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG dalore.txt:57:      BLOGS metaphorical carry

2005 BLOG mestxupxkidx05.txt:172: BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG guremegami.txt:93:     BLOGS literal wave

2005 BLOG mich609.txt:69:      BLOGS metaphorical be

2005 BLOG meta_c.txt:39:    BLOGS literal bounce
2011 NEWS AP COCA metaphorical provide

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal offer

2011 NEWS AJC COCA metaphorical spread

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical say

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical provide

2005 BLOG michaelinjapan.txt:184 BLOGS literal piss

2005 BLOG michaelinjapan.txt:40:     BLOGS literal stick

2005 BLOG mewactress.txt:112 BLOGS literal sprinkle

2005 BLOG mickeymouseboy.txt:21:   BLOGS metaphorical walk

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal dump

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical take

2005 BLOG mia_tremere.txt:48:      BLOGS metaphorical wash

2005 BLOG michaelinjapan.txt:211  BLOGS metaphorical wash

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal NA

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal billow

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical cast

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal drift

2005 BLOG daisha5.txt:248: BLOGS metaphorical blow

2005 BLOG damien_darko.txt:129:     BLOGS literal bend

2005 BLOG dammitjoelle.txt:183:      BLOGS literal lean

2005 BLOG mickeymaschke1.txt:299: BLOGS literal reach

2005 BLOG mewactress.txt:112 BLOGS literal throw

2005 BLOG cynicalbeauty.txt:48:     BLOGS literal knock

2005 BLOG da_lunch_box.txt:213: BLOGS literal double

2005 BLOG da_pimpshiznit.txt:174:     BLOGS literal fall

2005 BLOG mestxupxkidx05.txt:259      BLOGS metaphorical fall

2005 BLOG metalhead2843.txt:192 BLOGS literal fall

2005 BLOG mia_tremere.txt:129: BLOGS metaphorical fall

2005 BLOG mickeymaschke1.txt:56:     BLOGS literal tip

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2005 BLOG grepcat.txt:111:    BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG grrrlbomb.txt:69: BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG grumpybear26.txt:174:     BLOGS literal



2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2005 BLOG god_is_disabled.txt:219 BLOGS

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2005 BLOG h_i_s.txt:21: BLOGS run

2005 BLOG handguns_killll.txt:140:    BLOGS go

2011 NEWS USA COCA literal

2005 BLOG griff_highwind.txt:66:     BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG gypso_child.txt:65: BLOGS fly

2005 BLOG gouchgirl.txt:21:    BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG greendrago84.txt:90:     BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG griff_highwind.txt:102: BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG grrrlbomb.txt:80: BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG gthehr.txt:44:     BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG gunsbeforeroses.txt:130:     BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG gypso_child.txt:65:  BLOGS skate

2005 BLOG grumpybear26.txt:174:     BLOGS literal

2005 BLOG gryphons_hole.txt:263 BLOGS literal

2011 NEWS Chicago COCA literal soar

2011 NEWS Chicago COCA literal throw

2005 BLOG hahaihateyou.txt:71: BLOGS literal throw

2005 BLOG hamez.txt:21 BLOGS point

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:  BLOGS

2011 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA
2010 NEWS USA COCA

2011 NEWS AP COCA metaphorical

2011 NEWS Houston COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2005 BLOG gitchegumeegirl.txt:21:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG givememyheart.txt:183:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gods_thestral.txt:105:      BLOGS metaphorical

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22 BLOGS

2010 NEWS NYT COCA



2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22 BLOGS

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:  BLOGS

2011 NEWS SFC COCA metaphorical beat

2005 BLOG grrrlbomb.txt:69: BLOGS literal pull

2005 BLOG grrrlbomb.txt:69: BLOGS literal pull

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA be

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA have

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA have

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA hold

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA surprise

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA take

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA take

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA take

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA wield

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22: BLOGS

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG glowingsheep.txt:250 BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG godxdammit.txt:138 BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG grainofshand.txt:207:    BLOGS literal sprinkle

2005 BLOG gothicgranola.txt:22 BLOGS literal swarm

2005 BLOG gotta_love_rock.txt:131:     BLOGS metaphorical jump

2005 BLOG grainofshand.txt:189:    BLOGS literal pull

2011 NEWS Chicago COCA run

2005 BLOG d_ragondaughter.txt:123: BLOGS metaphorical chase

2005 BLOG greendaygrl16.txt:210:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG griseldajane.txt:93:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG groupie_supreme.txt:40: BLOGS

2005 BLOG h_nelson.txt:139:     BLOGS metaphorical jump

2005 BLOG hairy_cat_daddy.txt:193:   BLOGS metaphorical throw

2005 BLOG harudasakurada.txt:112:    BLOGS skip

2005 BLOG hashmore2.txt:174:     BLOGS drive

2005 BLOG hav12gym31.txt:138:     BLOGS show

2005 BLOG hawkman1985.txt:274:     BLOGS feel

2005 BLOG hawkman1985.txt:283:    BLOGS wash

2005 BLOG haydensbaby817.txt:230:     BLOGS put

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical be

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical be

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical be



2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical be

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical cost

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA metaphorical be

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA pave

2005 BLOG d00d__shes_rad.txt:201:     BLOGS metaphorical be

2005 BLOG greenishmaitai.txt:207:  BLOGS
2005 BLOG happycamper123.txt:30:     BLOGS barf

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:  BLOGS

2005 BLOG ginandtrains.txt:67:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gisingerjayne.txt:168:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gladhe8r.txt:21 BLOGS

2005 BLOG goneforajoyride.txt:21:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gonzostar.txt:196:    BLOGS

2010 NEWS NYT COCA
2011 NEWS SFC COCA metaphorical

2011 NEWS SFC COCA metaphorical

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA literal do

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA allow

2005 BLOG gooner11490.txt:93 BLOGS

2005 BLOG grabmetightly.txt:126:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG gracie_is_gone.txt:138:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG guendolen.txt:48:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gun_like_bang.txt:21:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG gunderground.txt:138:     BLOGS

2011 NEWS WASHPOST COCA literal bring

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA pop

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA scatter

2005 BLOG gothicgeshia.txt:212:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gothqueen67.txt:166 BLOGS

2005 BLOG grumpybear26.txt:156 BLOGS

2005 BLOG hatemostcordial.txt:261:    BLOGS metaphorical come

2005 BLOG girlie0plugs.txt:103:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG girlontheswing.txt:197:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG gitchegumeegirl.txt:48:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gijit_kitty.txt:93:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG glitteringgrl.txt:32 BLOGS

2005 BLOG glory_fading_xo.txt:142 BLOGS

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA metaphorical

2011 NEWS SFC COCA metaphorical

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG gobicyclego.txt:147: BLOGS

2005 BLOG godimdumb.txt:165:    BLOGS



2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:32:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG glittery_things.txt:93:      BLOGS

2005 BLOG haley___duh.txt:120:    BLOGS literal close

2011 NEWS NYT COCA literal appear

2005 BLOG greenclovers.txt:538: BLOGS

2005 BLOG gypso_child.txt:140: BLOGS flow

2005 BLOG halloweendust.txt:209:     BLOGS metaphorical put

2005 BLOG gypsylipsy.txt:228:     BLOGS scatter

2005 BLOG harley1456.txt:37:     BLOGS write

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:  BLOGS

2005 BLOG girlreporter.txt:158:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG glimmerkirk.txt:174 BLOGS

2011 NEWS AJC COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG h_i_s.txt:21: BLOGS rub

2005 BLOG h_i_s.txt:75: BLOGS cross

2005 BLOG haveuforgotten.txt:30: BLOGS paste

2005 BLOG d_ragondaughter.txt:114:      BLOGS literal cross

2011 NEWS Chicago COCA pull

2005 BLOG gryphons_hole.txt:227 BLOGS

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA place

2011 NEWS Chicago COCA metaphorical stand

2005 BLOG hannibee1.txt:226:     BLOGS wear

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2010 NEWS USA COCA

2005 BLOG gomer21xx.txt:251:     BLOGS

2011 NEWS Houston COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA
2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG girlontheswing.txt:197:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG gomer21xx.txt:251:     BLOGS

2010 NEWS USA COCA metaphorical

2005 BLOG girlie0plugs.txt:175:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG girlie0plugs.txt:94 BLOGS

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA aid

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA battle



2011 NEWS WashPost COCA belive

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA defuse

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA preside
2011 NEWS WashPost COCA shut

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA take

2005 BLOG harudasakurada.txt:195:    BLOGS go

2005 BLOG haveuforgotten.txt:210: BLOGS offer

2005 BLOG hawkheart.txt:48:     BLOGS send

2011 NEWS NYT COCA cancel

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA metaphorical confirm

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA throw

2005 BLOG goodgollygoshh.txt:147:     BLOGS metaphorical

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2005 BLOG grepcat.txt:102 BLOGS literal run

2011 NEWS Chicago COCA literal go

2005 BLOG gouchgirl.txt:30:     BLOGS literal walk

2005 BLOG greenishskittle.txt:66 BLOGS literal venture

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA metaphorical

2005 BLOG ginandtrains.txt:76:   BLOGS

2005 BLOG girlreporter.txt:111:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG glittery_things.txt:57: BLOGS

2005 BLOG goneforajoyride.txt:211 BLOGS

2005 BLOG goneforajoyride.txt:211 BLOGS

2011 NEWS Houston COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG gijit_kitty.txt:165:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG glittery_things.txt:66: BLOGS

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2005 BLOG ginandtrains.txt:58:    BLOGS

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA

2005 BLOG cynicalbeauty.txt:224:      BLOGS metaphorical be

2005 BLOG daedalianmusing.txt:111:      BLOGS metaphorical be

2005 BLOG haveuforgotten.txt:144:    BLOGS analyze

2005 BLOG haveuforgotten.txt:239:     BLOGS do

2005 BLOG hawkeyesmartini.txt:39: BLOGS be

2005 BLOG metatronis.txt:191      BLOGS metaphorical capture

2005 BLOG mfantom.txt:170:      BLOGS metaphorical tend

2005 BLOG mhbweb.txt:21:     BLOGS metaphorical give

2005 BLOG mhbweb.txt:30:      BLOGS metaphorical be

2005 BLOG mhbweb.txt:84:     BLOGS metaphorical get

2005 BLOG mhbweb.txt:93:      BLOGS metaphorical piss



2005 BLOG michelle_01.txt:94:      BLOGS metaphorical be

2011 NEWS CSM COCA metaphorical

2005 BLOG gunslingingbird.txt:129: BLOGS metaphorical win

2005 BLOG gunslingingbird.txt:192: BLOGS metaphorical NA

2005 BLOG hauntednights.txt:199: BLOGS value

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2005 BLOG goat35.txt:129 BLOGS

2005 BLOG goat35.txt:138:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG gunslingerm.txt:1335: BLOGS have

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG gore_wuff.txt:93:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gun_like_bang.txt:21:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG greenclovers.txt:668:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG greenwich_ella.txt:57 BLOGS

2005 BLOG grepmaster.txt:237:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG guendolen.txt:192:   BLOGS

2005 BLOG gujiaxian.txt:129:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gujiaxian.txt:129:     BLOGS

2011 NEWS USA COCA

2011 NEWS USA COCA

2011 NEWS USA COCA metaphorical hang
2011 NEWS WashPost COCA wear

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA literal

2005 BLOG goneforajoyride.txt:66: BLOGS

2011 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS AJC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA



2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA

2011 NEWS AJC COCA metaphorical

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA metaphorical

2005 BLOG groupie_supreme.txt:317 BLOGS

2011 NEWS USA COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA literal

2011 NEWS USA COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:  BLOGS

2011 NEWS Houston COCA

2011 NEWS AP COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2005 BLOG girlie0plugs.txt:121:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG givememyheart.txt:96: s BLOGS

2005 BLOG glitteryinsect.txt:66 BLOGS

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2005 BLOG gloria550.txt:278:  BLOGS

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical NA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA fly

2011 NEWS WashPost COCA fly

2010 NEWS AJC COCA

2010 NEWS AJC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22: BLOGS



2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:   BLOGS

2005 BLOG gladhe8r.txt:84:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG golddeelox.txt:30:    BLOGS

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2010 NEWS AJC COCA

2011 NEWS Denver COCA

2005 BLOG grafitticub.txt:120:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG grumpybear26.txt:120:   BLOGS

2005 BLOG ginandtrains.txt:22:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG harvest_spirit.txt:93:     BLOGS roll

2011 NEWS CSM COCA

2005 BLOG gigerisgod.txt:22:    BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG glowingsheep.txt:197 BLOGS

2005 BLOG gobicyclego.txt:57:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG gobicyclego.txt:75:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gods_thestral.txt:105: BLOGS metaphorical

2005 BLOG goldenbabester.txt:130 BLOGS

2010 NEWS NYT COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2010 NEWS SFC COCA

2005 BLOG gothicgeshia.txt:176:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gouchgirl.txt:48:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG greencircles.txt:66:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gryphons_hole.txt:139:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG gsudrew.txt:57:     BLOGS

2005 BLOG guard_nerd.txt:57:    BLOGS

2005 BLOG guns_0f_brixton.txt:84:   BLOGS

2005 BLOG happyfishy80.txt:130:   BLOGS fall

2005 BLOG happytails.txt:166:    BLOGS hunch

2005 BLOG harryndraco.txt:30: BLOGS bend

2005 BLOG metatronis.txt:93 BLOGS metaphorical drink

2011 NEWS AP COCA metaphorical hold
2011 NEWS AP COCA metaphorical replay

2005 BLOG daddylikessies.txt:58: BLOGS metaphorical start

2005 BLOG daddylikessies.txt:67:     BLOGS metaphorical start

2005 BLOG dameelysia.txt:174:      BLOGS metaphorical visit

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical be

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical say

2011 NEWS HOUSTON COCA metaphorical see

2005 BLOG metatronis.txt:70:     BLOGS metaphorical watch



2005 BLOG mich609.txt:141:      BLOGS metaphorical have

2005 BLOG mich609.txt:69:      BLOGS metaphorical repeat

2011 NEWS NYT COCA metaphorical repay

2005 BLOG daisha5.txt:239:      BLOGS metaphorical come

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal bring

2011 NEWS AP COCA literal come

2005 BLOG cowboywannabe88.txt:25
2:       BLOGS literal ride

2005 BLOG cowgirlism.txt:75:      BLOGS literal cruise

2005 BLOG cowzthinkimcool.txt:174: BLOGS literal go

2005 BLOG cowzthinkimcool.txt:174: BLOGS literal go

2005 BLOG cydlicious.txt:21:      BLOGS literal walk

2005 BLOG czd.txt:40:     BLOGS literal go

2005 BLOG da_lunch_box.txt:213:      BLOGS literal walk

2005 BLOG dablackguy.txt:366:      BLOGS walk

2005 BLOG daisha5.txt:212:     BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG gunslingerm.txt:1255: BLOGS

2005 BLOG metatronis.txt:34 BLOGS literal bring

2005 BLOG mexi_cheeks_9.txt:21 BLOGS walk

2005 BLOG mexicanbeeatch.txt:120 BLOGS go

2005 BLOG mexicanbeeatch.txt:120 BLOGS go

2005 BLOG mexxxii08.txt:479: BLOGS go

2005 BLOG mexxxii08.txt:479: BLOGS go

2005 BLOG mich609.txt:141:      BLOGS literal come

2005 BLOG michaeljlarson2.txt:54 BLOGS literal bring

2005 BLOG michaeljlarson2.txt:54 BLOGS go

2005 BLOG michaeljlarson2.txt:54 BLOGS head

2005 BLOG michelle_01.txt:32:      BLOGS go

2011 NEWS NYT COCA bring

2011 NEWS NYT COCA go
2011 NEWS SFC COCA literal

2005 BLOG mickymse.txt:77:   BLOGS metaphorical roll



Lakoff Tyler_Evans Kreitzer State Landmark Trajectory
above_across protoscene over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 dynamic abstract abstract

above protoscene over1 dynamic abstract across

above protoscene over1 dynamic both abstract

above protoscene over1 dynamic horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above
above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above
above protoscene over1 static horizontal above
above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 static horizontal above

above protoscene over1 dynamic horizontal reflexive

above protoscene over1 static vertical across

above protoscene over3 static both above

covering covering over3 static abstract across

covering covering over3 static abstract across



covering covering over3 static abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical above

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical across

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic both reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic both reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic horizontal reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic horizontal reflexive

repetition repetition over2 dynamic abstract reflexive

repetition repetition over2 dynamic abstract reflexive

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic horizontal across

covering covering over3 dynamic both above

covering covering over3 dynamic both above

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across control over2 static vertical abstract

above_across examining over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across examining over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across examining over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across on_the_other_side_of over2 static abstract across

above_across on_the_other_side_of over2 static abstract across

above_across on_the_other_side_of over2 static abstract across



above_across on_the_other_side_of over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across transfer over2 dynamic abstract across

above protoscene over2 dynamic vertical above

above protoscene over2 dynamic vertical above

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic horizontal across
above_across protoscene over2 static vertical across

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract across

covering covering over3 static abstract across

covering covering over3 static abstract across

covering covering over3 static abstract across

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract across

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract across

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract reflexive

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract reflexive

covering covering over3 static both above

above protoscene over1 dynamic both above

above protoscene over1 dynamic both above

above protoscene over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic abstract abstract

above protoscene over2 dynamic both reflexive

above protoscene over2 dynamic both reflexive

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across protoscene over2 dynamic vertical across

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive reflexive over2 dynamic vertical reflexive

above_across above_and_beyond over1 static vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across



above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic abstract across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 static both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both covering

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical above

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical above

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across
above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic both across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across



above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across above_and_beyond over2 dynamic horizontal across

covering above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical above

covering above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

covering above_and_beyond over2 dynamic vertical across

metaphorical completion over1 static abstract reflexive

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical control over1 static abstract abstract

above_across covering over2 dynamic both across

above_across covering over2 dynamic horizontal across

above_across covering over2 static horizontal across

covering covering over2 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over2 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over2 dynamic both circular

covering covering over2 dynamic both covering

covering covering over2 dynamic both covering

covering covering over2 dynamic horizontal across

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering



covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 static abstract covering

covering covering over3 static abstract covering
covering covering over3 dynamic abstract reflexive

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering
covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic abstract covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both above

covering covering over3 dynamic both across

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering



covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 static both covering

covering covering over3 dynamic both covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal above

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal across

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 static horizontal covering

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical across

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical across

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical across

covering covering over3 static vertical across

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical covering

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical covering

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering
covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 dynamic vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

covering covering over3 static vertical covering

reflexive covering over3 dynamic vertical reflexive

reflexive covering over3 dynamic vertical reflexive

metaphorical focus_of_attention over1 static abstract abstract

metaphorical focus_of_attention over1 static abstract abstract



metaphorical focus_of_attention over1 static abstract abstract
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